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FOREWORD

The ARI Foit Knox Field Unit has for several_years_been involved in the
application of behavioral science to increasing the quality of the products of
Army Centers/Schools. _These products include training programs, training sup-
port materials, and,_ ultimately;_ trained soldiers who have participated_ in the
programs or utilized the materials. A crucial aspect .of quality control of
these products- is_the_gathering -of-valid-and-reliable feedback to support prod-
uct evaluation and redesign.

For approximately three years, the Training Evaluation /Feedback Team of
the Fort Knox Field Unit has addressed the collection and use of feedback by
Center/School personnel. This:efforthas focused upon the design_ofcompre-
hinsive but practical systeMS for gathering feedback, and it has included sev
eral applications of the methods developed. The experiences gained during this
applied research serve as the basis for this handbook.

The present report is designed toserve'as a practical guide for the col-
lection and management of feedback. It presents flexible guidelines which can
be tailored to meet the needs of each feedback situation. It is intended pri-
marily to serve the needs of training developers and evaluators within TRADOC
Centers/Schobls; but it should be of use to all who are involved in the evalu--
ation of training;

EDGAR M. JOHNSON
Technical Director



TRAINING FEEDBACK HANDBOOK

BRIEF

Requirement:
Training developers and evaluators need feedback in order to determine

whether products of the training development process meet the needs of users.

This handbook is designed to assist these personnel in structuring their col-

lection and use of feedback.

Procedure:
The numerous methods for collecting feedback are grouped into six cate-

gories in this report: informal feedback, existing unit performance records,

questionnaires, structured interviews; systematic observation, and testing.

Based upon available literature and previous research experience;_the positive

and negative aspects of each of these,methods are discussed and generai:guide-

lines are offered for the application of each meth6d. Other issues ad ressed_.

include the integration of methods and the management and analysis of /feedback.

Findings: f
_

-No one method is sufficient in and of itself for .collection of feedback

in all situationS. But use of a mix of'- methods and tailored appli tion of

the guidelines offeredin_this handbook ahOuld provide the feedback that train-

ing developers- and evaluators need: Integtation of data to insure their accu-

racy, autotatiOnof data management; and f011tig;-upto insure that data have

the apptaptiate impact are key issues in the use of feedback; /

Utilization of Findings:
This handbook will be useful to all training developers and evaluator§ in

their collection of feedback from personnel in field units and in Centera/

SchoolS. It will also have general utility'for all personne il involved in the

evaluation of training.
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SECTION I = INTRODUCTION

In the contextof Army training, feedback is any information abdut the
results of the training development and implementation procesS._ ThiS_itftithe=
tion may take various forms, such as the results of tests administered to
sonnel enrolled in-a training program, observations of training exercises, or
opinions of particivpants_inthe training process. But regardless of its form,
the purpose of_feedbatk4s.the_sameto provide input to evaluation_of the
effectiveness and efficiency of training. Analysis of feedback indicates
whether or not the training process has achieved its goals; If the goals have
not been met, then feedback should indicate the changes that are needed in
training; Feedback is thus crucial to the training process; without it, there
is no way of determining when training is effective.

Feedback is needed by all participants in the training process; Trainers
and trainees need feedback to determine when training has been effective and
when further training is needed; Training managers and commanders need feed-
back to determine the training readiness of their units and to schedule and
provide resources for needed training; Training developers and evaluators in
TRADOC CentersfSObooIS need -to-determine_whethi4- the
school's products have resulted in effective training, and 10 make modifications

-as-needed.-- It is nor possible to-directly-a-ddress-the--feedba-ck----rreeds-o-1--
these personnel in this handbook. Therefore, the emphasis here is upon the
needs of one specific group, training developers and evaluators in TRADOC_Cet=
ters/Schools. But the guidance, and methods presented should be of getiIial_ii§e
to all individuals involved in the training process, includingthOSe Managing
training `in field units.

This handbook is de-signed to assist training developers_andeValUatOrs in
structuring their collection and use of feedback. Training development and
evaluation are intertwined processes, but in most TRADOC Centers /Schools the
,personnel performing them are divided into two separate directorates; This is
&cite to insure that personnel are not placedit_the potentially compromising
ptiSitiOn_tif having to evaluate theirown,producta. Training_ developers are per-
Sottel who produce programs or materials that are utilized to directly or indi-
te4ly support the trainitg_of soldiers. Here the term refers generally to
personnel aSSigned.tO the Directorates of Training Developments (DTD's) of
TRADOC Centers/Schools, but it may also include_personnel in instructional de-
partments and other_agencies who are involved in the training development pro-__
CeSS. The term training evaluatorsisused_here to refer generally to personnel
assigned -to the Directorates of Evaluation andStatdardization (DOES's) of .

CetterS/Sthhols,_although it may refer -to anyone who determines the effectivenes7
of training development and implementation. In -the-typica-E-Center/School;train--
Ing_evaluators have the primary responsibility for collecting feedback and pro-

.
viding it to training developers and others having a need for it

As stated earlier, feedback relates to the results of training development
and implementation. From the perspective of training developers and evaluators,
the results of training development are training programs and training support
materials, and the results of implementation are the states of individual and
collective training achieved through use of these products. Training .programs
are structured sets of procedures, whose primary purpose is to provide needed



skills and knowledge to soldiers. Examples are basic entry training, basic and
advanced NCO and officer courses, and training exercises derived from the Army
Training and Evaluation Program (ARTEP). Training support materials are prod-
ucts of the training development process which enable training programs to be
conducted. Included here are written manuals and guides, audiovisual materials,
results of front-end analyses., ARTEP documents, and all other materials whose
primary use is to support the training of soldiers.

In order to fully evaluate the effectiveness of training programs and
training support materials; feedback is needed from all the users of these
products. These users include commanders, training managers, trainers, and
trainees, both in the institution and in operational field units. Feedback from
personnel within the institution is designated internal, and feedback from per
sonnel in field units is designated external. These two classifications of
feedback are dittuaged jointly in this handbook, since the same general methods
and guidelines apply to both.

Feedback from users should not be based largely on_their opinions about
- products--of-the--trainipg-development-process, but should- "instead- represent- ob-
jective results of their experiences with these products. The ultimate purpose

-----of-traIning-development=products_la_to,enable training_to:be provided to sol-
diers, and thereby to increase the tom at readiness of the Army. Feedback
should thus communicate the levels of raining readiness resulting from the
implementation of these products; It hould indicate which products or parts of
products have resulted in effective tr ining, and which have not; In cases_
where effective training has not occur ed; feedback should be detailed enough to
allow determination of whether the pro Iem lies in the produCt itself or in the
way in which it was implemented; Corrective action can then be directed at the
appropriate point in the training development and implementation process.

While feedback based -upon the results of implementation of products is -of
prime importance; feedback is needed during all phases of the training devel6P=
ment process; Training in the Army is based upon the Instructional Systems
Development (ISD) model; which consists of fiVe phasec.: evaluation, analysis,
design, development, and implementation. Evaluation is not-e separate independ=
ent phase in this model, but is rather a process- which should be integrated into
all the other phases. Feedback, or the data utilized in evaluation, can thus be
useful at any Point in the training development process. -The decision to ihiti-
ate the analysis and aesign phases may be based upon feedback indicating_that
new training programs or support materials are needed._Interoalfeedback
gathered duringthe7desizn and development phase_&_may indicate thht_thh_appro-
priate tasks were not selected for training during the analysis phase, and the
analysis may thus have to be revised. Feedback should flow continually_ through-
out the training development process and not be gathered at just_one point in
time In this handbook emphasis is placed upon feedback gathered during and
after the implementation of_productn, but the methods and guidelines can and

should bc applied during all phases of the training development process;

The first step in the feedback_ process is to determine what information is

needei. .Whild the Specific needs will vary from situation to:situation; the



general characteristics needed in feedback can be_summarized here. Training
developers need feedback which is specific to each of_their products. They
need data indicating the proficiencies of soldiers and units -who have partic-
ipated in training programs or used training support materials, and informa-
tion on how the programs were conducted or how -the materials were used. They
need to know which materials or parts of materials have been used in field
units; and which had t,o_zbe 'modified before they could be used. They need to
know whether the_tasksconditionsstandards, andresource requirements
included in training programs and materials have proved to be realiatiC.
Training developers and evaluators basically need all the feedback they can
get, as long as it is manageable and related to specific products. Training
developers within Centers/Schools are sometimes isolated from the realities
of the field unit environment; They need to know what is happening in the
field, and the collection of feedback and contacts--with field personnel are
the best ways to meet this need.

As indicated abovel training developers and evaluators need many differ-
ent types of feedback. They should obtain a variety of complementary data
from different sources, in order t' insure the accuracy of feedback. There are
also numerous characteristics whic each individual type of feedback should
haVe. Feedback should be as speci is and detallepoSsible; it should _relate.
to the performence of specific toss -or the-use-of-specifit parts of training
materials. This is necessary so that the identification of problems in- feedback
leads to pOSSible solutions. General feedback such as 'lieutenants can't'read
maps" or "mechanics can't troubleshoOt" is noted much use to training develop-
era. In order_to modify training programs and materials, the developers need
more specific infOrMation-detailing:Which-personnel-are-having7diffituity-with----
whith aspects of Whith tasks._ Feedback should also_be objective or based on
observable evidence, rather than_subjective_cmbasedjust_on Opinions._ Guide=
lines such as those offered in this handbook should be followed to maximize the
accuracy of all feedback collected. Feedback should also be timely and repre-
sentative of the current situation in the field. In today's rapidly changing
state of technology, the situation in the field can change quickly_and_feedback.
processes should be attuned to this .\ Depending on the situation, feedback may
need\to be collected on'eachof several_ occasions, in -order to insure that it is
up-to- -hate. Since'a high volume. of feedback is needed,'it should be quantifi-
able or easily encoded so that it can beenteredinto.automated data processing
systems; No feedback should be collected without firm plans as to-how it will
be analyzed; manage4 and used; Use of this handbookyiil not guarantee fill=
fiIlment of all the feedback needs discussed above; But sound refinement and
tailoring of the principles offered in it should help structure feedback to
meet the needs.of_the Army;

One characteristic of feedback which deserves special mention here is the
need for it to be coordinated and integrated. One aspect of this is the need
for training developers and evaluators to communicate continually. As was
pointed out earlier, training developers and evaluators at most TRADOC Centers/
Schools are divided into two directorates,.theTTD and the DOES. Some inde-
pendence is needed between these two silts of personnel in order to_lessen_the-
-probablIity-of bias during-the evaluation of products, but they should

3



constantly communicate with each other as to what feedback has:.bden Collected and
what further feedback is needed. The feedback process should be a continuous
loop; with training developers identifying what feedback is;neddedi training
evaluators collecting it and providing it to those who need it; and_training de=
veIapers indicating what was done in response to the feedbactc and_What new feed=
back is needed. Training evaluators gather feedbac-k -during Branch Training_Tedth
(BTT) visits or other visits to field units. They should involve training_deVel
opers-in-planning-these-viSit-§-and specifying the feedback be acilletted. A_

general telephonic or written request -to training developers for questions to be
asked during upcoming Visits may not he sufficient. Face-to-face activecoOrdi-'
nation between training developers and_evaluators is needed prior to feedba4
collection visits. Consideration should be.given to continuing this:coordination
throughout field visits by including_ training developers -on data collection teams.
In this way training- developers may-be-better able -to collect:Ithe-detailed feed-

back that they heed and may have more confidence in\thedatacollected; Coordina-
tion ahould_;also continue_ during analysis and,useof_ftedbaat, in order to lessen

the probability of differing interpretations_afthe data collected and to insure
a common understandingaf the feedback needed during_future field visits:, These
cont-inuous-coordinationeffort-shohldeliminateduplicationsofeffort by=train7H
ing-deVeloper-and evaluators and should insure that feedback meets the needs of
all concerned. \

AnOther aspect Of_the coordination of feedback involves the integration of

the methods used to collect it. As will bediscussedin detail in the next_sec-
tioh; there are -several methods through which feedback can be collected, and none

of them are sufficient for all situations. A mix of methods must thus--be- "tailored

to the resources available and the scope of the problems encountered._ For exam-

ple,- feedback on a problem withatrainingproduct may first be provided to Cen-

-'-tetISChotil personnel through informal from the field. The problem

tan then be further examinedthroughadministration of surveys or interviews to

field personnel. If the problem appears to be a se;ere one, it may then_be nec-

easary to_addresa it further through structured observations or testing in the

field. The- integration of differentmethods'may also increase the accuracy of

feedbaCki-§indt_the data collected from different approaches or sources can be

used as cross - checks. Using the appropriate mix of methods in collecting feed-

badk is. an important cOncern, And a separate section will be devoted to it in

this handbook.

The final aspect of the coordination of feedback tc be iiitroduced here in-

volves the integration of the data collected. All the data relating to a partic-

ular product or issue should be managed so that they can_be used in a complemen-
,

tary fashion. Feedback should be maintained in a cen ralized data base which is

accessible to both training developers and evaluators In this way duplications

of effort can be reduced and decisions to revise training products can be based

upon all the data available. Guidelines_for_the_management and use of feedbaCk

will be presented in later sections of this handbook.

The collection and use of feedback is a continuous adaptive process; and_
_

there is/no unique solution or set p.rocedure for accomplishing it Thus; while_

the goal of this handbook is to increase the structure and standardization'of the
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flow of feedback to-and within TRADOC Centers/Schools, it presents general

guidelines rather than rigid procedures to be followed. General "how to" pro=

cedureS are presented which training developers and evaluators can tailor to

their individual organizatiqnal needs and available resoirces. Included in

these procedures are descriptions of the primary methods which can be used to

collect feedback, discussions of general approaches to analyzing and managing

the data collected, and. suggestions for ways to utilize feedback to improve

the products evaluated.

5



SECTION II - FEEDBACK METHODS

There are man ways in which training developers and evaluators can col-

lect feedback rel-ting to products of the_training:developmentprocess. _EX=

terns feedback can be gathered through formai visits to field units by Branch

Training TeateOTTs) or_other -groups of Center/School,personneli through com-

munications with field personnel using telephones or the mail, orthrough_
interaction with field personnel when they,are temporarily' available- at -the

Center/School; Internal feedback can be gathered through visiting institu-
:dotal training sites or- through interactions with trainers and trainees.
Several_geheral administrative issues arise during planning for the_collection

-of-ftedback;-:suzh-as-who should collect it and how often it should be collec-

ted. Such general issues are not direttly addresaed in this handbook, except

_ift_..terms_ofbroad_guidelPmes. Ratheri-thia-Chapter,of the_ handbook focuses

upon relatively s ecific feedback collectionmethoda which can be applied

either at the.institution or in thefield. Managers of WITteor other feedback
,collection efforts S&:)uld integrate thead_Methoda and tailor the guidelines

offered to meet the needs of each particular /situation. In this way; structure

can be introduced'into the feedback process while maintaining its needed flexi-

bility;

The feedback methods discusaed in this chapter are organized into six

categOries: informal-feedback, existing unit performance records, question-

naires; structured-interviews-,-syatematic obserVations, and testing. Each of

these methods is described_below, followed by a discussion of its positive and

negative aspects and guidelines for when and how_it_should_be used In the

cases of questionnaires, inerViews, and ob rvations, sample foiiii-Tor imple-

mentation of each method Are included in an ppendix. The forms are intended

to be generic examples of the application guidelines presented, and they are

not intended_to be extracted and used7-as 1.
ny=4:bedbask=----

collection effort will_likely have to be tailored to the nedda-of the particu-

lar situation. Not all the guidelines and informatiOn relevant to each feed-

back method can be preaented-in-this-handbook_ The-malor_pointa_ere_cavered

here, and relevant references for several of the methods are listed in Appendix

D. Training developers and evaluators planning to make extensive use of a par-

tirular method AhRuld read the relevant references, in addition to this hand-

book. Since no method is totally: sufficient in and of itself, the integration

of methods into a total feedback system is discussed In the section following

-this one.

Informal Feedback

Informal feedback is that which is unsolicited and flows through unstruc=

-tured meana. This includes informationthat_istranamitted through word of

mouth and through general written formats, suc as letieiiaiid-Call51-efea-DA

Forma 2028 recommending changes in training support materials. Numerous exam=

plea of feedback fall under this category. To provide external feedback,

trainfng ers in the field may telephonically or in writing contact per

aonnel the appropriate Center -School about.a problem with training support

materials or the training of soldiers recently arriving in field units. In

C
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some cases, special "hot lines" to the Center/School are_set up for this pur-
pose. Or field unit personnel may contact training developers about perceived
problems while they are visiting the Center/School to attend_a conference or
for some other purpose. Almost all training support materials include _a re-
quest for comments to be sen\t to the developer, either on a DA_Form 2028 or on
a questionnaire form provided with the publiCation. Requests for general in
formation to be sent using DA Forms 2028 are included here as examples of in
formal feedback. Structured forms provided with_publications for obtaining
feedback are addressed in the later discussion of questionnaires.

Internal feedback may also be transmitted informally. For example,
trainer in an instructional department may informally, contact personnel in the
DTD with comments on the Program of Instruction (POI) developed for a particu-
lar course. Or subject matter experts within the Center /School may informally
review and comment upon training programs falling within their area of exper-
tise. The turnover of military personnel within DTD's provides another means
of obtairiing informal feedback. These individuals may recently have been
transferred from a field unit assignment, and thus be in a position to comment
upcin the usefulness or likelihood of acceptance of particular materials in the
field.

Another characteristic of informal feedback which should be mentioned here
is that it is usually based upon unstructured personal observations. These may
be the observations of training managers in the field during _the - conduct'of---
training, or the observations of Center/School personnel - visiting field units
and observing training without applying structuredfeedback collection method-
ologies. For example, general officers frOM the Center/School may observe
training while visiting field units and provide comments in memoranda to'id-S-ti-
tutional agencies or letters to the field. Internal feedback may be gathered
through informal observation of the initial administration of a new training
program, or throRgh gathering observations from institutional trainers. Infor-
mal feedback is thus a by-product of the direct, personal experiences of per=
sonnel with the products of the training development process.

Positive and Negative Aspects

The primary positive aspects of informal feedback are that it requires
relatively few resources to collect, it doeS not detract from or interfere with
training, it,is usually based upon direct experiences with the products evalu-
ated, and its open-ended or unstructured nature may lead to new and unexpected
information. Informal feedback may uncover unanticipated problems with products
that training developers and evaluators would never have thought to address,
otherwise. These advantages are significant enough to support the continued
use of informal feedback, but Several potential disadvantages should be_ kept in
mind,

_One negative aspect of this type of feedback is that it\is not as readily
available-as one -might expect. Probably due to time constraints; training mane-
get_iti the field -do not frequently provide unsolicited feedback to training
deVeldpetS and eOluatora; The flog of DA Forms 2028 into DTDs could best be

7
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described as a trickle. A feedback system which depends heavily upon informal
information is thus likely_to suffer from a lack of data; The provision of
informal feedback depends largely upon the attitudes of trainers; training
managers, and commanders and the number of informal contacts they have estab-

lished at the Centers/Scho61§. Some field personnel may have many acouaintr_
ances at a Center /School and feel free to contact them regularly;while others
may be hesitant to surface probleina outside their units; The informal feed-
back available may thus over=repreaent the observations of particular units
and individuals and not provide an/accurate picture of the overall situation
in the field (i.e., the Squeaky wheel gets the grease); No structured sampling
techniques are applied in gathering informal feedback; so there is no guarantee
that the samples obtained are representative ones;

Another problem with informal feedback is that it tends to be general in

nature and does not identify specific tasks or parts of training 'support ma=

terials where problems lie. It is thus usually necessary to follow up_this
- type of feedback with methods which yield more specific information. _There is

also usually no guarantee that informal feedback is accurate. It is largely

based upon personal observations, and these may be over-generalized and influ-

enced by interpretations and opinions; This type of feedback ahould thus not

be accepted as being definitive; but rather as initial indicationa of potential

problem areas that need to be addressed further. A final problem with informal

feedback is that its lack of structure makes the data obtained difficult to

tabulate, analyze, and integrate; The maintenance of the data may thus be
cumbersome, since they cannot easily be fit into automated data files.

GUidialinea_for__Use

In spite of_.the problems discussed above; informal feedback should be A

part of the evaluation process. Informal communications should be encouraged

among all participants in the training development process; since useful infor-

mation may be transmitted in this way. But informal feedback should not be

relied upon to provide definitive_ information to support final decisions about

revisions needed in training development products. Guidelines for use of inform-

al feedback -in- -the overall evaluation process are presented below.

1; Since informal feedback tends to be general; personnel receiving; it

should gather all the details they can_at the time of input; If a probleM with

a product is noted; then all the detaila of the situation in which that Irob-

lem occurred should be identified. If \a problem with training support =

ials is noted; then the specific parts Of the materials needing revision §hould

' be identified. The number of personnel noting the problem should also 1p iden-

tified, along with general demographic data indicating their backgi-ciiindi and 4

experience level. TheSe details Should be recorded in a written forma\ti and

filed- inan-acceSSIbIeTintumer, Trusting,-informal-feedback to_ memory mAy lead

to distortions in the information obtained; -.1 7

2. While informal feedback is by definition unsoliCited; it ca and should

be solicited in general ways; The setting up of "hot linet" in Gent rs/ Schools

for the provision of informal feedback should be encouraged, and the telephone
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numbers of training developers and evaluators shOUId be made widely available

to field unit personnel. Command letters and other communications distributed
by Centers /Schools should encourage the return of feedbatk. Personnel attend-

ingconferencegor short courses at a Center-School- should be encouraged to

contact training developers and evaluators with feedback on the use of train-

ing products;

3. When informal,feedback is obtained, it should be responded to, whether

or not it led to a revision in a training product. Those providing feedback

should be told what was done about problem§ they identified or recommendations

they offered. If nothing was done, they Should be told why. In this way, per-

sonnel can become confident that feedback they provide will be attended to and

that appropriate actions will be taken.

4. Informal feedback should be used only as an initial indication of

where problems may lie. It should always be followed up by collection of fur-

ther'feedback using methods discussed below, in order to determine its scope

and accuracy. Revisions in training products should not be made based upon

feedback that may be the opinionof one person. Informal feedback can be an

important starting point in the feedback process, but it is, not the end point.

Existing Unit Performance Records

Unit personnel maintain numerous records of the results of the implementa-

tion of training programs in their units. These records are used to manage

training (e.g., to determine in what areas further training is needed) and to

determine the combat readiness of individuals and units. A few of the numerous

examples of such records are described below, to serve as a baSia for discus-

sion of their usefulness as feedback to Center/School perSonnel.

In field units, written reports of the results of -the unit's performance

on recent formal ARTEP exercises are usually maintained-at battalion or squad-

rOn leVel. The results usually consist of an overall rating, narrative descrip-

titina of generair4erformance strengths and weaknesses, ar.d criterion- referenced

ratings of the performance of each company-sized unit on various missions;

RectirdS of individual task performance are generally maintained in the form of

results of recent Skill Qualification Tests_(SQl"§). Battalion -level summaries

Of these results indicate the percentages of soldiers who correctly answered

each question on the written portion of -the test and who properly performed each

task on the hands -on portion. The results of various qualification exercises

are generally maintained at battalion or sqUadrOftlevel; and they span the

individual/collective task dimension._ These results may piovide indicatOrS of

training effectiveness at the level of indiVidUals (e;g;, firing of the M16

rifle), crew (e.g., firing of tank weapons on Table VIII), and platoons (e.g.,

control of firing and movement of tanks on Table IX). The indicators usually

consist' of numbers or of individuals_ or units_qualifiedi and perhaps
. _ _

general reasons for non-qualification. Other records indicating the

ness of training may be maintained at various levels in field UnitS. For exam-

ple; job books maintained by supervisors are designee to provide a record of

individual perfornance on specific tasks; along with narrative comments relating

9
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to training needs or problems. Such records are usually not consolidated at
battalion level.

Records are also maintained on institutional training which provide meas-
ures of the effectiveness of implemented training programs. Results of written
and hands-on performance tests given during or at the end of a course of in-
si-ruction indicate the proficiencies of soldiers on specific tasks. Records of
the numbers of soldiers failing to complete particular training programs and
the reasons why provide more general feedback on the effectiveness of training.
Results of internal inspections conducted by training evaluators may indicate
whether lesson plans and other training support materials are being used as
they were designed to be and whether other general problems exist in the train-

base.

Most o the sorts of records described above are designed to meet the
feedback needs of training managers within units. They provide these personnel
with important information which can be used to distribute training resources
where they\sre needed. The key question to be addressed below is whether these
records can also meet the feedback needs of training developers.

Positive and\egative_Aspects

A potential advantage in the use of exIsting unit records as feedback to /

training developers is based upon the assumption that these records are readily
available. Few resources should be required to gather data that are_already
available in units, and the provision of such feedback should place little burr
den on unit personnel, since they would not be required to generate any data in
addition to that normally produced. The problem is that, this assumption is
often not valid; unit performance records are often not readily available in
units. For example, ARTEP results may not be available because the unit has
not participated in ARTEP exercises during the past year, or has participated
in nonstandard ARTEP exercises. SQT results may not be available for all MOS's,
expeciallysince conduct of a hands-on SQT is now optional. Job book entries
may be incomplete, since supervisors do not have time to record daily observa-
tions of task performance by all soldiers working for them.

The unit records that are available may not be in a standard format that

is comparable from unit_to unit. For example, ARTEP's and qualification exer-
cises are conducted differently in different battalions. Range and ammunition
availability affect the way that major exercises are conducted, such as Table

VIII in tank battalions. Results of such exercises cannot be compared and
integrated across battalions without consideration of the conditions under

which the exercises were conducted. Different. scenarios and conditions are

employed in ARTEP exercises in different battalions, making_it_difficult to-

combine results'of suCh-eVenta-icrOsiunits to determine the effectiveness of

training programs in the field as a whole. Training developers and_evaluators

should not assume that unit performance records are readily available in a form

that can be integrated across units. The acquisition and analysis-of unit per-

formance records is a more difficult task than might initially be expected.

r. 10
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Another possible advantage to using existing records as feedback_to-
Centers/Schools lies in the assumption that these records represent objective
and reliable measures of unit performance.. This assumption is also not always
valid; Resource and time limitations in the field often do not allow complete-
ly objective evaluations of all aspects of unit performance._ Unit performance
records are thus based to soiie extent upon the subjective judgments of command-
ers and training managers serving as evaluators._ For example, ARTEP's and
other collective exercises are complex, integrated events, and.- evaluation of

performance on them is t some extent subjective. _Control of fire andmove-
ment techniques are examples of collective taskg_which are usually evaluated

subjectively: Unit perfo ce records reflect direct experiences with the
implementation of trainin programs, but real-world limitations frequently
prevent these reccrds from reflecting such experiences in the objective detail

needed by training develop rs. Such detail can be increased by providing
evaluators with extensive raining in evaluation and the feedback of informa-
tion, and by using performance records based upon data gathered using relative-
ly objective methods, such as -the Nnitiple Integrated Laser Engagement System
(MILES) or other instrumentation available -at the National Training Centr
(NTC) . But resource constraints often limit the L:raining that can be giveri to
evaluators and the availability of MILES -or NTC,_so the utility,of existing
performance records on feedback to training developers is. frequently limited

A major- disadvantage with the use of unit performance records as feedback

to Center/School personnel is the fact that these records are often general

rather than- task - specific in nature. For example, results of ARTEP exercises
usually delineate major strengths and weaknesses of participatint units, but

they do not point out:specific problems with training programs,or specific tasks

for which further training/is needed. Results of qualification exercises indi-
cate the percentage or numberof individuals or units qualified, but may.not_

delineate specific problls that occurred; General records of the results of
exercises may be sufficit to meet the. evaluation needs of unit persOnne14

since -these records are sUpplemented by first-hand experiences gained during

exercise conduct. That is, commanders and training managers_may be able to

identify_ specific areas or tasks for which further training -is needed, based

upon their observations and personal interaction with exercise evaluators. But

these details are often not recorded in written form, and thus are not readily

availabi.e as feedback to training developers. For example, during the conduct
of an ARTEP exercise problems may be noted with the ARTEP document itself; but

such observations are usually not recorded in-written reports of ARTEP:resuits.

General performance records must thus be supplem ted_with first-hand observa-

tions or with interviews of experienced petsonne . When unit performance re-

sults are recorded in task-specific detail, they re often highly perishable

and are not. available for a long period of time._ Memories of individuals par-

ticipating in exercises are also highly perishabl and begOme general and less

accurate over time The gathering -of feedback bas d upon the performance of

unit exercises should thus be coordinated with unit training Schedulesao that

it can be accomplished during.or soon after exercise completion;

There, are some individual- performance records available which are suffi=

ciently detailed to allow the identifitation of specific changes needed in
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training programsor in training support materials. ::nT results have in the
past provided measures of soldiers' performance on specific tasks. Training
developers could use such results to identify speCific tasks for which revis-
ions in training are needed. However, the requirement for a regular, formal
administration of the SQT has recently been eliminated, so these results are
expected to be less available inthefuture._ Results of tests administered
during and at the completion of institutional training programs generally pro-
vide task-specific measures of soldiers' performance. Such results should be
readily availableto training developers for use in redesign of training pro-
grams. Measures of performance are generally more formal and more specific in
institutional!than in unit training programs, so existing performance records
are likely to be more usefe as internal rather than as external feedback;
Within the institution; training developers should be, able to check the accur-
acy' of performance rtcordg and obtain needed further detail by visiting train-
ing and testing sites;

A final concern with the use of existing performance records as feedback
to training developers is related to the purposes for which evaluation is con-
ducted; Training developers and evaluators in Centers/Schools gather feedback
for somewhat different purposes than do commanders and training managers in
units; Center/School personnel need feedback to determine the effectiveness of
training programS and training support materials; and to identify any revisions
needed; They thus have no need to identify specific units or individuals from
whom feedback is collected; Field unit_ personnel need feedback to determine_
the readiness of-specific individuals -and units, -and- to identify furtherwtraln--
bong needed; Existing unit performance records are designed primarily to meet
the evaluation needs of field unit personnel. These records are thus largely
informali highly perishable, and supplemented by first-hand experiences rather
than by written detail. They often do not meet the. evaluation needs of train-
ing developers; and redesign of them to meet these needs might reduce their use-
fulness to unit personne1.1 Forexamplei knowledge that their performance rec-
ords were to be provided as feedback to a Center/School might influence unit
personnel to "scrub" such records to make certain that they would not reflect
negatively on the unit. The objectivity of- .existing unitperformance records
caribe questionedi_and the provision of- such records to. higher headquarters
might_produtefurther problems here. _Also, unit personnel do not have time to
record and maintain performance data in the detail that they are needed by .

training developers. The management -of such -data might reduce the amount of
time that senior -unit personnel could spend. in-first -hand monitoring of training
acti ities._ Training could become a set of forMal, discrete activities to meet
the n eds of Centers/Schools, rather than a continuous adaptive process to meet
the n eds of units. It is thus best that unit performance records remain
orient d toward meeting the evaluation needs of unit personnel; and not be tail-

ored t meet -the needs of Center/School personnel; These records can provide
some us ful information to training developers; but they cannot in and of them-

selves eet all of these personnelvs feedback needs: J'

As as suggested earlier; records based upon the conduct of exercises
using MIL S or instrumentation available at NTC may provide feedback which

alleviateg some of the problems discussed above. Such exercises generally
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provide results which are relatively ective and detailed so these data
should be gathered as feedback whenev r possible. However, limits on the
availability of MILES equipment and estrictions on =he use of NTC data may
limit the extent to which results of tactical engagement simulation can be
used as feedback. The use of simul tiona and automated data collection devices
provides a promising approach to't e efficient gathering of objective feedback
in the future. But until such sin lations and devices are routinely available,
caution should continue to be app ied in the use of existing records as feed-
back.

Guidelines for Use

AS discussed above, there are many problems with the use of existing unit
pprformance records as feedba k to Center/School personnel. These records are
often not readily available, of available in a.standard form, not totally ob-,available,

and not available sufficient detail. But since they do reflect the
results of the implementatifn of training programs in at least a general sense,,
unit performance records c n have some utility in a total feedback system.
These records ahould be u ed as feedback in accordance with the guidelines pre-
sented below.

1. Since existing-unit performance records are often not available in suf-
ficient detail to meet:the needs of training developers and evaluators, as much
detail as can be used hould be gathered to supplement these records. If the

results of a-7qualification or/ ARTEP exercise are collected, details on how -the
exercise was conducteckand scored should be gathered. Training developers and
evaluators can accomplish this by interviewing exercise participants or by
observing the conduct of the exercise. Since deteiled-perfOrmance_records and
individuals' memories are highly perishable, supplemental information such -as
scenarios used; problems with scoring or_targets;_and_specific_taska or sub=
tasks resulting in Performance difficulties should be gatheredas_quickly as
possible following exercise completion. Performance results should be gathtrdd_
in as original a form/as possible; e.g.i original- scoresheets should.be gathered
in addition to summary results When_observing_theeanduct_bi
training developers and evaluators should_spotcheck the accuracy of scoring
decisions and record factors which may influence the results obtained. Addi-

tional details should be obtained_inaa direct and7timely,a_manneraa_is.po3si____
bIe, and plans should bd developed for use Of these. data prior to their collec-

tion.
\_

2.- When gathring unit performance records as feedback, the anonymity of
the units and individuala_involved should be insured. Identifiers of individ-
uals and units Should be removed from scoresheets and from all other data col-
lection forma._ Aaaurancea of anonymity should be given to personnel in units
from which performance results are collected. In this way, tendencies to biaa
results or cover up problems can be reduced.' The feedback gathered should not

be used in any Way which might reflect negatively upon particular individuals

or units.
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3; Performance results are generally gathered'more formally_and in more
detail in the institutional setting than in field units. The_gathering of
supplemental details is also less costly in the institution -than in the field.
Existing performance records should thus be more heavily relied upon as inter-

----nal rather than as external-feedback, Training developers and-evaluators
should obtain results of performance tests and exercises from training_ programs
conducted within their Center/School, They, also visit institutional
training and testing'sites in order to gather further details and to check

I acturacy of the data obtained.,

4. As is the case with informal feedback, existing performance records
should be used as initial indicators of where problems may lie in the training
process, and not as final, definitive 'feedback. These records should be sup-
plemented by interviews, observations, and other feedback methods, in order to
insure the accuracy of the feedback obtained. Exiating records should not be
heavily relied upon in a feedback system, but Should be used as an indication
of areas in which further information is needed'.

Questionnaires-

1.ierhaps the qUirkeat'Way tdObtaiti infOrtiation for feedback purposes;-from

a group of_reSpondenta is to require_ them to complete a questionnaire. A ques-

tionnaire is any ordered get of- questions or designed to elicit written

responses frot-A-Sperified7pOPUlarion or group; ion----

nairesnaires may take on a Variety of formi ranging from rating scales to mUltipl-

choiCe items to open=ended questions: Openended questions are ones thatallOW
the respOndent to answer in his/her own words; including whatever qualifiera

hershelikeS. Seite forms lend themselves better to collecting accurate feed=

bark than - others, and-thee-14411-be-identified later in-this-se-ct-ibn.. Thc!re'
mv

are a number - -of other factors influencing /the accuracy of inforMation obtained
through questionnaires; which will also be discussed later in thiS'SettiOn.

Although questionnaires can be used for gathering feedback in a 'variety of

situations, the power of the questionnaire is best demonstrated when you have a

large group to survey and few data collectors, or little time to gather the

data In --Such situations, ths-quegrtmmmairia-may-bd-the-preferred-method-91-ob -

taining feedback, and possibly -the-only' method. QueStionnaires can be adminis-

tered to groups or individuals in the 'field or at the institution for obtaining,

quick'feedback on personnel or training matters. Questionnaires are flexible /

in that they can be administered in person or through the mail. However, mail-

ing out questionnaires Is_nat recommended for reasons to be discussed later.

Positive and Negative Aspects

As mentioned above the clue-Stith-indite can be used to gather-a considerable

amount of feedback in a relatively short time with only a small investment ih

resources A single:data colleckor armed with multiple copies of a question-

naire can collect.information fridt several hundred respondents in a relatiVely

short period oftime. If the questionnaire has been carefully designed, the
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same data collector could, with the aid of computerized data management,
analyze the data and provide feedback on the results in a matter of days.

In general, research has shown questionnaires to be a reliable way of
--gathering-Information-TUnless the questions-are-worded awhigously or keyond

the reading_level_Of the respondent, questionnaire responses tend to be con=
sistent with the intent of the questions. -The consistency in answering queS-
tionnaires may in part be explained by the fact that each respondent reads the
same questions, worded in the same way, in the same order on each occasion.

This allows the collector of feedback to combine the responSeS of the individ-

ual respondents for arriving at general conclusions concerning the development

and implementatio of training products.

Questionnaires allow the training_developer or evaluator to gather infor-

mation that might be extremely difficult to see -3c might take months to obtain

through direct observation. In essence, the questionnaire expands one's abili-

ty to: observe by letting the respondent act ag the eyes and ears of the would-

be observer. While this expanded ability to observe makes the questionnaire

extremely efficient, it does not guarantee -that responses to the questions will

be accurate. Accuracy may be adversely affected by the Inability of the re-
spondent to recall relevant information or by the respondent's unwillingness to

answer questions completely.and honestly. Honesty and memory issues will be

discussed further in the guidelines for using questionnaires at the end of this

section.
_

The biggest drawback to- questionnaires is that bad questions are easy to

write. Too often questionnaires are written for no reason other than to_meet

an evaluation_ requirement.. Often those writing the questionnaire haVe little

idea of what information is needed or what. they will do with the information

once they obtain it. The result is the proliferation of a large number of

questionnaires. containing very gemeralqueit-ious_tha-produce data that are not

useful for improving. - training programs or products. Such Questions as "What is

the present state of training in your battalion?" or "How welltrainedare-sol-

diers when they arrive_in.your unit?" are unlikely to _provide information about

the extent and effectiveness of the training 'conducted in the battalion or about

.
the tasks the soldiers could or could not perform upon arrival in the unit; To

informations more specific questions are needed, perhaps sup-

premented by observation and testing.

Lack of specificity_inAuestions roduces the amount of useful information

that they=produce._ To make matters worse many questions call for subjective

responses, consisting -1-a-rgeIy-oftlherespondent's impressions, opinions, or

subjective evaluations of trainin$ progzamsL naterialsor_soldier proficiency-.

Responses are typically obtained in terms of five or six-point rating-scalet,

which have been used in a wide variety of applications, often inappropriately.

Some of the more common uses have been for obtaining task criticality ratings,

relative task difficulty ratings, and estimates of soldier proficiency by super-

visory personnel. Rating scales have also been used to evaluate training effec=

tiveness, training materials, and in numerous other applications where there are
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more accUraty§ Of Obtaining the information required; Because rating
scales are relatively easy to design and quick to administer and score, they

tend_to_be_tiVerUsed. Even when usedappropriately,_the accuracy_of_information
obtained Via-rating Stales-is-adver§ely-affected-by rater-errors4*Among,th,:i-_____

most common rater- errors are raterleniency;centraltendendyierrorsk and-tht
halo effet. Leniency errors occur when raters avoid using the loW extremes_

of a rating stale; These errorsoften arise beCause raters do_not_Wieh to give

ratings thattat be interpreted negatively; Other raters may be_bidadd against

giving extreme ratings, either high or low; When both high_and low extremes

a_6- avoided, ratings tend to cluster around the mid-point of the scale: When

ratings_clUateraroutd the mid-point; the differences among things rated may be

SO amen as to be of little practical significance. TheJialti effect occurs

when the rater bases all ratings on a global or overall judgment of the person

or thing being rated; For'examplei a supervisor asked to rate a soldier's per-.

fOrMance-on specific tasks may-rate-him or.herAiigh on all tasks based on the

global judgment that the soldier is a good worker.. The supervisor may give

equally high ratings on all tasks even though some of the tasks were never ob-

served and the soldier does not perform all_tasks equally well This rating

tendency de.:racts from the ability todiscriminate between different aspects

of performance;

The accuracy 'and usefulness of_informatiet_obtained by qne_stionrjaires._____

largely_dependSQn_the questions asked and_hOW they are asked; G*ien the word=

Ting of a question may inditate-theieXpected-or-preferred-response; -Sucb-41.16§=--- ---

tions are referred to as leading questions. Two examples of leading questions

are given below;

1. Which tank do you prefer, the faster, lower profile M1 or the larger,

slower M60?

2; Do you feel the weapon systems-are not reliable, and, wore itdquently

than not, do not operate to the_fullpotentialfor which they were'designed?

Such questions tend to support the preconceived notions of the questionnaire

developer rather than to Obtain accurate feedback.

Anotherprobleal-quennaires-4a=that_theprOp_ular.
persons froM Whet the feedback must be obtained. The unpopularity of question-

naires increases d§_the number and length o/f questionnaires -to be completed in-

'creases due -to-- fatigue and-other factor.4-/ Zild pereonnelperceive, often

correctlyi_tliat the questions asked,have o real purpose_and that no meaningful

changes will be tadtas the_resuit=of the r_--responses. Thus they do not devote:---

as much thought to the questionnaires as they could.

Guidelines for-Ilse /
BecaUtetheyprovide an efficient_means of obtaining informaLion, qUeation-

hairea should be considered wheneverthere iaa_need for timely feedback from,

the field and resources are limited'. Although nofeedback effort aheUld rely on

questionnaires alone; well-designdd and_carefully administered_questionnaires

Can provide a substantial amount/Of useful information; To help in the design
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and administration of_quettionnaires, the following guidelines are offered.

Following these guidelines should Improve the usefulness and accuracy of the

information obtained. Two sample questionnaires-exemplifying-many of these---------------

guidelines are included at Appendix AL.\
--

1. No questions thould be written until the questionnaire developer iden-

tifies what information is needed -and how it will be used. When it hat been

determined what information is needed and.how it is to\be used, the next step

is to-determine if questions can be formulated to obtain the desired informa-

tion. Given a question that is likely to yiela accurate information, the

feedback collector must next identify the person or group who is in the best

position to provide this information. Factors to be considered in selecting

those who will provide the inforMation include whether they might have direct

knowledge or recent experience pertaining to the item and the likelihood that

they will answer Ithe question openly and honestly. 'To encourage openness and

honesti, the person responding to the questionnaire and hit/her unit should not

be identified whenever possible. If the respondent's anonymity_cannot be_in-

sured, then additional information supporting the accuracy of the questionnaire

responses may have to be obtained. If the questionnaire asks fbr information

of a sensitive nature and responses are not anonymous, then PrivaEY-Act consi -

erations come into play.

2. Questions must be worded so that they are direct-and_to the,point.

should be readilyunderstood by the respondents for whom they are designed.

The questionnaire-writer-must-be-careful-to-Utejterms-that_mean7thell-same-:to-e4ch____7,
respondent as they do to the Writer. Ambiguous questions that depend heavily

for an answer on the respondent't own frame of reference should be reworded or\

omitted. For example, the question "Are crews selected to fly together most of\

the time?" is ambiguous and may be answered yes-0 us pending-off-the respond-

-en s In e pr u. the time." The question might bet-_

ter be worded in terms of how often or what percentage of the time crews fly

together. Questions inquiring about the adequacy, sufficiency or satisfactori-

uess of this, that, or the other tend to be ambiguous, as do questions asking

whether certain events occur frequently, occasionally, sometimes, regularly or

often.

\ st be specific, and this requires the

atebf-specille-questiont- QuPqrt eginning_with "hoqdg you feel

"what is your opinion of", "what,do You think of", and similar phrases are un-

likely to produce very much useful feedback. Rasponses_to_such questionsLwill_

vary widely from one respondent to-the-neXt, making it difficult to draw any

conclusions from the respondents as a group. Furthermore, questions phrased

this way are more likely to elicit general opinions than to generate specific

factual information. To obtain specific factual information, questions must

precisely specify what information is required. Instead of asking a tank gun-

.ner how he feels about the unit's gunnery training, you might ask him what live-

'fire gunnery exercises he has participated in since arriving in the unit. Rath-

er than ask the platoon leader what he thinks of _a particular ARTEP document

you might ask him/her which parts of it were used_duringthe most recent ARTEP,

and then ask what problems were encountered in'using those parts of the ARTEP

document.-
7
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4. When open-ended questions are used; the questions should be sharply.

focused. Questions such as, "What equipment-do-you-Presently-use-in-t-rouble-----
shooting the NI turret?" and "What equipment-do-you need for turret trouble-

__ __ShOoting_that_you_don7t new_haver axe. examples of sharply focused questions;

These questienSard-prefetable-te-generi-Open-ended questions; such as "What

do you think of the equipment you have for troubleshooting the MI turret?"

Whenever_possible; opehEended queStions should be replaced by qUestions offer=-

ing specific reSponse.alternatives; In- the example-above; the questionnaire
developer may know in advance what equipment the mechanic has available for

troubleshooting the Ml turret; Therefore; he/she can list the available_

equipment (e.g., STE Hi, mUltiilleter) as response alternatives and ellot.i_the

respondent to check those that he /she uses in troubleshooting the turret;

Providing response alternatives saves time in administering -and scoring ques-

tionn67-ireS-Ahdis'highly recommended; -Sometimes in7pretesting a questionnaire

on a small nUiberof respondents the range of resPonse_altermativeg_te_some _ _

open-ended questions will become apparent. When this.occurs the response
alternatives to these. questions can be sUpplied'in the final- version of the

questionnaire; Not every open-ended question, however, may be changed. in

.

this-way-since a_given question may have too-many posglbre-respanse alternatives-

to ligt.

5. Certain types of questions should be avoided_becausetheydo not yield

accurate,_usef 1 data; Other types of questions should on*. be: used under very

special_circumstanees and on a limited basis. Leading questions.; in which_the_

wording of the question iMplies--an'eXii-e-C---Ced Or prefeiiidilie-aponse_1(ks_in 'the!

examples given earlier); should be avoided. Also avoid_phrasing questions in

negative terms; Respondents often overlpek the_negativesin reading such

questions and interpret the questions incorrectly.- Negative questions are

often leading questions as was illUstrated:in theexample_mentioned earlier.,

Do not.ask two different questions as one, compound question. For example, the

question "Was the feedback you received complete -and accurate?" actually con

sists of two separate questions (i.e.; was the feedback complete? and was the:.

feedback accurate.?). Such compound questions shOuld be avoided because a_perget
_

can agree with one part of the question and disagree with the other. Rating

scales and other subjective' appraisal techniqdes should be used-cautiously in

quest-iphpaires-desizned-to-previde
feedback;_i__Rating=_s_cales_seldom provide tOp

kinds of detailed information that are required in making specific changes to

training programs and materials. Ifit is determined.that a rating_scale can

provide the desired infettatioh, then appropriate guidelines offered in the

references in the :Questionnaire_ D_should be followed. In

addition; if rating SealOS.0r other subjective appraisal techniques are used,

the accuracy of these techniques should be checkedby comparing_them with obi

servational_or performance data-prior to using them:to colIectfeedback,. The

onlyexceptien to this rule .is when the data of. interest are the appraisals;

judgments, or petteptions-themselves (e.g., judgments concerning task critical-

lity or measures of -job satisfaction). Generally subjectiveappraisal-techniques

should not .be used for determining soldier proficiency, or effectiveness of

training_p±OgraMs_an4materials unless it can -be clearly demonstrated that the

subjective measures accurately reflect proficiency -aft-d-effecxiveneas-as-measuied

by _more _object ive_methods;
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If rating scales are to be used, make_ the scales as explicit as possi-
bid. Phrase the scales in terms of explicit observable measures of performance,
rather than in vague general terms such as "average", "below average", etc.
Describe each rating point in terms of the behavior that it represents. Con-
sider asking raters to provide specific examples to support their ratings. Be
sure etha-t-the raters have the experience or background to rate what is-being
rated. Give raters the option of indicating that they have not had experience
relevant to the items being rated. Train raters in making subjective appraisals.
Rater training should include experience with the rating scales to be used, a
discussion-oi-Common errors (leniency and halo effects) associated with ratings,
and a discussion of the dimensions of the situation being evaluated.

7. Questionnaire items should be obvious and straightforward. There
should be no need for the respondent to stop and figure out what the question
means or to search hislher memory for Iong-forgotten facts. Quqstions should
deal primarily with events that have occurred in-the-last-few days or weeks, or
with easily remembered events. In foLwing questions which depend on a respond-
ent's memory or recall capabilities, the time period covered by the question
mus be carefully defined; the "when" should be specifically provided. Rather

than ask the respondent what training he/she has received recently, ask how many
hours of MOS training he/she received, in the last three days or last two weeks.
Do not expect to get accurate, detailed accounts of events that occurred many
months or years ago. Questions can address events occurring months or even
years ago when the event is likely to be especially significant or salient to

the respondent; and absolute accuracy and fine details are not required.

8. Questionnaire items should be arranged in a logical sequence, -both to
facilitate the respondent's recall of the information and to shorten the time
needed to answer the questions.- In_generali_questionnaires should require_no
more-than an-hour ol--the-resguadenf's time-for completion. Shorter question-

naires are recommended. Do not pad the questionnaire with additional items just
to make it longer. Do not include questions_that elicit information that.is

only of mild in- ter-est. _Questions inc.Lus3ed should be those that_producedata
having a known use. Unless a use for the data produced_by a question can be
specified in advance, the question should probably be discarded.

9. The questionnaire should have a title or heading to identify it on each

page. If the questionnaire consists of more than two pages; the pages should be

numbered ,.___Each item.3ricluded in the questionnaire should_ also he _numbered,. Be
---SUrejt-o-leave=enoth=raciM=Under-eaeh question for-the-respandeiitLioLwrite an

answer -to the question. While the order of the questions is not critical, a
logical arrangement of items by subject matter or chronological order facili-

tates questionnaire administration. Questionnaires should usually include writ-

ten directions for completing the questionnaire. Directions should always be

clear and prominently displayed. Generally, respondents should be told' the pur-

pose of the questionnaire either verbally by the test administrator or as part of

the written instructions.

10. Distributing and receiving questionnaires through the mail 1._ii-otrecom-

mended. The return rate of mailed-outquestionnaires is typically so lOW that
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little confidence can be placed in conclusions drawn from the select few that
are returned. Much less thought and effort is usually devoted to a mailed
questionnaire

lik
questionnaire than would be devoted to an interview. Wh e this statement
probably holds true-o-f questionnaires in general, questio sires received in
thp mail probably receive even less attention than other questionnaires. There
is much to be said for administering questionnaires in person. Not only do you
get more completed questionnaires, but the effort invested by respondents in
completing the questionnaires is generally greater. Also the administrator is
available for handling any questions that arise about the questionnaire items
and for checking each-questionnaire for completeness as it is returned. When
a questionnaire is administered to a group, all respondents should be kept at
the site where the questionnaire is administered for a predetermined period of
time or until all respondents have completed the questionnaire. Respondents

should not be permitted to leave the site early.

11. All newly developed questionnaires should be pretested prior to using
them to gather feedback. The questionnaire should be pretested on the same
type of respondents as those for whom the questionnaire was developed. For

example, if the questionnaire was designed for tank commanders in an M1 battalion,
then it shou be pretested using MI tank commanders._anders. In pretesting the question-

naire, have e respondents read each question, explaining what it means in their

own words. Then ask the respondents to answer the questions. By noting instances
in which questions are not understood or misinterpreted and which questions pro-
duce little tnformation, the questionnaire can be refined. Such pretesting may
result in rewording some questions, focusing others more specifically and elimi-

nating still others. Pretesting may also suggest additional questions to be
included in the final version of the questionnaire.

Structured Interviews

Another efficient method of obtaining information for feedback purposes is

through the use of structured interviews. A structured interview consists of a
prepared set of questions verbally asked, on a one-to-one basis, of one or more
interviewees by a skilled interviewer. Typically, the same questions are asked
in the same order and in the same way each time the interview is conducted.

Structured interviews usually work best when the information gatherer has a

clear idea of the kind of information he/she is seeking. For training developers

looking for specific information about particular products, the method is there-

fore ideal. Interviews may be conducted at the institution with instructors or

with soldiers just prior to their graduation from any given training program.

Interviews may also be conducted with soldiers coming back from the field to

attend a resident course at the institution.' Soldiers returning to the insti-

tution for training are an especially good source of information for training

developers wbo may otherwise have little contact with personnel in the field.

During BTT visits, .training developers and evaluators can interview unit person-

nel to assess the state of training in the unit and to evaluate the products of

thp training development process. The information thus obtained can be used both

by unit leaders to better manage unit training and by training developers at the

institution to improve their training products.
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Positive and Negative Aspects

Although structured interviews require more time and effort than question-
naires, the payoff in terms of quantity and quality of information collected

from interviews is greater, Unlike_questionnaireststructured interviewsdo
not require the respondentto give his /her answers in writing; This becomes

more of an advantage as the motivation -to write and writing skills of those

being queried decrees-ea. some NCO'§ or_enlisted personnel may_be per-
fectly willing and able to answer a question in great detail during an inter-
view, providing the sane answer in writing maybeanothermatter entirely.

Thus, the-interview is likely to provide more detail about each item of infor-

mation sought.

Like the questionnaire, the structured interview insures that the same

questions are asked each time the interview is conducted. This enables the
recipient of the feedback to combine or tabulate responsea.for each item of

interest. If the interview were not structured, as is characteristic of many
interviews presently used for feedback, the tabulation and combination of re-

sponses would-be cliff' . Having each interviewee answer the same question§

and combining the in erviewees' responses to the questions allows the inter-

viewer to determine ether a problem is widespread or merely applies to one or

two persons.

Structured interviews allow the collector of feedback to gather informa-

tion on events that he/she was not personally present to observe. As a result

it tends to be a relatively efficient method of obtainihg information on events

that were- not or coaldnot be directly observed by the feedback collector.

While the structured interview has the questionnaire's advantage of pro-

viding the same kinds of information for each interviewee, it has flexibility

that the questionnaire does not possess. During an interview the interviewee

may indicate through his/her answer or in some other way that he/she does not

understand the question being asked. When this occurs the interviewer can re-

phrase the question or otherwise clarify what is being asked. If the,answer

given by the interviewee is incomplete or raises additional questions, the in-

terviewer can probe for further information. In this way,._the interview can

lead to unanticipated and perhaps more informative responses.

generally
__

Interviews are generally better received by those who are being asked to

furnish information than are questionnaires and other kinds of surveys. While

this may seem to be a_Mihot adVantage, it is actually an important reason to..

use the interview method. The quantity and quality of the information gathered

dependsi in part, on the willingness of the persons surveyed to_provide it._

Individuals_WhO are reluctant to complete a written survey may look favorably

upon' being_ interviewed. They often appreciate the opportunity to express their.

ideas openly to an itterestetL impartial listener.

The_ptitaty_diaadvantage of structured interviews -as a method of'gathering
ikinforthatiOn is that the method requires a substantial vestment in resources.

Interviews require committing one or more skilled interv'ewers to the task over
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an extended period of time. Interviews must be done on a one-to=one basis,

with each interview lasting from 20 minutes to an hour. Because Several per-

sons at each level must typically be interviewed, the interview process can

.consume a considerable amount of time, depending on the size of the unit or

organization being surveyed. In addition to the time spent conducting the

interviews, reviewing and analyzing the information provided during inter-

views require many hours of a skilled analyst's time. Although data must be

analyzed, no matter how they are collected, the data collected during inter-

views are more likely to consist of lengthy narration. Such narrative re-

sponses must be read; interpreted, and combined with similar responses for

drawing conclusions, making the analysis of such data a difficuit.and tedious

process.

The use of structured interviews requires a considerable investment in

time prior to collecting the data for designing questions and planning the data

gathering activities. Evaluators must often work hand-in-hand with training

developers in order to be sure that the appropriate questions are asked in the

most effective and efficient way. To'design questions and plan the data col=

lection, the evaluator training developer must decide in advance what informa-

tion is needed and who is most likely to be able to provide it When the data

gatherer has little or no idea of what he/she is looking for or has little time

to plan the data gathering activities, the structured interview approach may

not be the preferred method. In such cases, the data collector may need to

initially use unstructured interviews or informal observation techniques to

gather enough information to develop structured interviews for use at a later

date;

Another potential problem_with using structured interviews As that -they

require consistency and impartiality on the part of the interviewer. .After

asking the same questions in_the same way a number of times, the interviewer

may tend to become bored with the process and start to rephrase the questitiftg,

skip questions, press the interviewee for a quick answer, or unnecessarily

prompt the interviewee -in order to speed the interview. Unless the inter - .

viewer consistently asks the Same questions in the Same way, the quality of the

information obtained will beadversely affected. Not only must -the interviewer

be consistent, bUt he/She must be careful to maintain impartiality throughout

the interview. If the interviewer shows by his/her reactions that he/she wants

a particular questiOn Antwered_in a particular way, then some interviewees may

be so anxious to please the interviewer that they will be influenced to give

the approved response. Although the interviewer often_ influences the interviewee.

unwittingly through_a smile, nod; or by displaying_ additional interest; an

unscrupulous interviewer Will frequently lead the interviewee to give the de-

sired answers to each question throughout the course of the interview.

Guidelines for. Use ,

_

. .

Despite some disadvantages associated with structured interviews, the method

is highly recommended and Should be included as a regular part of gathering in-

formation for feedback. Used correctly, this method can provide a great deal of

detailed factual information and answer many different kinds of feedback
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questions. Many of the guidelines listed for questionnaires are also applica-
ble to structured interviews. Additional guidelines for using structured
interviews for collecting feedback are presented below. Examples of inter-
views developed in accordance with these guidelines are included in Appendix B.

1. Interviews should be conducted with persons at different levels of the
organization. Persons occupying jobs at the lower echelons should be inter-
viewed as well as those holding leadership positions. Information is best ob-
,tained from those persons having first-hand knowledge of the situation. Those
working at lower levels sometimes have information that is not available to
their leaders. They may also provide a different perspective of events affect-
ing the organization. Too often, only those occupying leadership positions are
interviewed, _which tends to present an incomplete and sometimes biased account
of events.

2. The questions asked of interviewees should address areas that the in-
terviewee is likely to have personal knowledge of, or experience with. There-
fore, different ,questions may need to be developed for individual§ at different
levels or occupying different jobs. Far example, the trainers_ in a unit might
be asked about the training they conducted in the last two weeks, while those
who are likely tp have received training might be asked about the training that
they received during die same period. Oddly enough the answers given by-the
trainers and the soldiers being trained do not always agree. This alone is
reason enough to develop questions that -can be asked of persons at different

levels of the organization. Examples of questions asked at two different lev-
els of a tank company are proVided in Appendix B.

3. Interview questions should be directed toward identifying significant
events or obtaining factual- information. Questions asking soldiers for their
opinions, attitudes, or evaluations should be kept to a minimum. For example,

if you are interested in the training the soldiers are receiving in their unit,

ask about the number of hours of training received in the last two weeks, the

specific tasks that were trained,, and whether soldiers actually got to perform

the tasks during the training. Do not ask soldiers to rate their unit training

on a five-point scale or to indicate how they feel about the training they re-

ceive in this unit. The former questions are specific and factually based;_ the

latter are global and based on opinion. Specific questions call for specific
information,_while global questions generate very general and often useless in-

formation. Questions requiring soldiers to compare a large number of unspecified

alternatives before selecting one or more of them are difficult to answer and

should Wavoided, especially when interview time is limited. For example,

asking §oldier§ to identify the hardest tasks that they have to perform or asking

them to identifY the most critical tasks that they perform seldom yields much

useful information.

4. Questions must be worded in a way that is meaningful to the soldiers.

If terms used in the questions are intended to take on a particular meaning, the

interviewer must define the terms so that the questions reflect the intended

meaning. For example, when mechanics are asked how many hours they have spent

in performing maintenance, their answer may refer to the number of hours they
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were on duty or to the time they actually spent in troubleshooting or to wreuch
turning. If the interviewer is only interested in wrench turning, then the
question may need to be phrased or explained in that way. Similarly, if a
question inquires about the training conducted, the interviewer may need to
describe the kinds of events that are considered to be training events.

5. AS much as possible interviews should be conducted in a relatively
private, quiet location where interruptions and other distractions can be kept
to a minimum. In_this way the flow of the interview is not_impaired and the
confidentiality of the interviewee's responses is maintained. However, a quiet
location is not always available, and the interviewer is sometimes forced to
conduct interviews at the soldier's work station in the presence of vehicle
noise and other soldiers. When soldiers other than the interviewee are present,
they tend to inject their comments into the interview, sometimes influencing the
responses of the interviewee. When this occurs about all the interviewer can do
is to politely ask the soldiers to refrain from commenting or suggest to those
interrupting that they will get their chance to answer the questions later.

6. The persons conducting the interview should be intimately familiar with
the questions to be asked and be prepared to clarify any questions that are not
clear to the interviewees. On the other hand, the interviewer should stick to
the script as much as possible, reading the questions as written, and deviating
from the interview structure only when necessary. The interviewer must not show
by his actions or words that he/she prefers one kind of.answer over another.
He/she must aIsb avoid leading the interviewee to answer in a particular way.
The interviewer must also record the interviewee's responses iust as they are
given, using the interviewee's words as much as possible. Care must be taken
not to interpret the data or draw inferendes from responses before they are re-
corded on the interview form. Once the data collection is complete, then infer-,
ences and conclusions can be drawn from the data.

7; To facilitate analysis of the information obtained, interview questions.
should be designed so that they elicit responses that can be coded and counted.
This does not mean; hoWeVer; that all questions must be answered by a number or
a yes/no response; Of course, numerical and other countable responses make
analysis much easier and quicker; and should be used when they provide_the nec-
essary information. Countable responses alone, however, may not proivde enough
information to allow Meaningful changes to be made. Narrative responses pro-

vide much of the detail and specificity_that training developers need to improve
their products. Caution must be usedi_however, not to place too much confidence
in the narrative responses of_any one interviewee. Typically an.interview
should elicit narrative_as well as countable responses andshould not rely en-

tirely on either type of data.

Systematic Oservation_

An excellent, but seldom used, method of objectively obtaining feedback is

through systematic observation. Systematic observation consists of methodically
recording information about events as they occur; utilizing worksheets that liSt

the events to be observed. This may be distinguished from casual observation in
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which the observer is assigned_to observe a particular activity and write down
his/her observations or overall evaluation of -it, Systematic observation re-

quires the observer; at a_minimum, to record his /her observations for each of

the events listed on an_observation_worksheet. Additional comments may be

included as needed to Clarify recorded obserVetiont. The casual observer; on

the other hand; usually operates under few, if any, constraints and is free to

record or not record whatever observations he/the wishes.

Systematic observation_may be used to gather feedback on training programs;
the use of training_Aaterials,_and for observing tests and evaluations of sol-

dier performance. In_combination with hands -on tests; 'observation is the pre-

ferred method for evaluating training programs. In addition to the guidelines

presented at the_end of this section, several goodreferences providing de_
tailed gUidanee in training program_ evaluation (see Appendix D). are available.

These references may be very- helpful in planning the observations and designing

the necessary forms. In additon to evaluating formal training programs, obser-

vation can also_be helpful in assessing the state of training or proficiency in

units, dtpe7ially as a check on information obtained through, questionnaires and

For example, specially designed observation worksheets can be used

to spot check unit training or other unit activities such as maintenance. Exat-

Oles of worksheets for spot checking training and maintenance activities in a

tank company are included in Appendix C. To illustrate different worksheet for-

mats, the training obtervation worksheet is presented in two different formats;

POSitive-anAlligatlsm_inispects

Systematic observation is perhaps the only method of obtaining feedback

that provides training developers and evaluators with first-hand information

about classroom and unit activities. In systematic observation, unbiased ob-

servers directly observe and record training events or other unit activities as

they occur. In this way the ,information does not pass through the selective

filters of memory and self interest that may distort information acquired

through interviews and questionnaires. Thus the information obtained through

systematic observation is generally more objective and accurate than question=

nairg and interview data, assuming that the observers are objective and unbid§ed.

In systematic observation4 the observer knows in advance what observationt

he/she will make. He/she has been trained to record the data accurately and ob=

jectiveiy. Because the observer knows What heshe is looking for and records it

accurately, the chances are improved that the needed information will be ob-

tained. Many things that might go unnoticed by the casual observer will be

picked up and recorded by the trained observer, particularly_ when aided by the

use of structured observation worksheets. Aside from the information recorded

on the observation worksheets, direct observation of the problems associated with

various unit activities may suggest the causes of the problems and solutions to

them. Insight may also be obtained regarding which changes are feasible and

likely to be most beneficial.

Systematic observation provides an alternative to more subjective methods

for evaluating training programs.
Observational methods can be used to determine
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if the training is c-v-Aucted in _accordance with the training Olen, and to doct-
_

ment the occurrence of unplanned events during training. They can also be used

to prOVide.accurate information about the training environment. Testcan be.

observed to insure that the tests are conducted and scored properly and that

test results are not contaminated byvoor test administratitin_tit biased scoring.

Whereas questioning trainees'iinattUttors, and examiners may in theory provide

essentially the same information_abdUt the training prograM,:tOnfidence_in the .

validity of the information obtained is increased substantially by direct obser-

vations by unbiased observers of the activityibeing evaluated.

The'biggest drawback-to using systematic observation is that the method can

be very time-consuming. When used for spot checking unit training or mainte-

nance activities for the purpose of verifying, ntervieW or questionnaire data,

Observational data can be collected in a relatively shOrt.time frame. However,_

if systematic observation is -the primary method of obtaining feedback, such as

might be the case in evaluating a training program, the time invested by one or

more observers may be considerable; The time necessary to compile and analyze

Observational data can also be considerable, particularly when the data contain

a number of_written comments. In defense of systematic observationi_it should

be noted that the time spent in observing unit_ activities is time well spent

The loss of efficiency is more than compensated for by the gain in the accuracy

of the information obtained.

Another disadvantage of using systematic observation is the requirement for

trained observerh. Although an observer:need not be an expert on_the subjects

trained or othet activities that are:being observed;heishe must be sufficiently

familiar with fhe activities being observed to intelligently make_th6 required

observations. More imporfantly,,the-observer_muat be trained to be an objective

observer who faithfully_records what
he/she_sees.Generally obsetVers must be

familiarized with each item on the observatiOn worksheet and given_practice in

completing the worksheets_ prior to collecting any feedback data. TheY_will also

need to be trained to distinguish between what they observe-and their interpre-

tation of what they observe; Such training is absolutely essential to the sdc-

tess of systematic observation as i method of gathering feedbadk.

Even with training, not everyone makes a good observer. sota observers

lack the ability co.adequately express their observations in writing. If asked,

they can explain verball y what they adt4 but are unable to record their:Obsatva-

tions as written comments on the worksheet.. Other observers, whopossess the_

necessary writing skills; write their- interpretations of what theysaw or their

conclusions rather than simply recording what they actually observed. Still

others lack the discipline requited_t0 perform systematic observation.

site obSerVation can be uncomfortable, boring; and difficult; It requires-the

observer to make specified obserVatiOnsof certain events repeatedly; usually

according to a schedule and often outside during inclement_ weather. Self=

disciplined observers are therefore a necessity.

Systematic observation requires careful planning and coordination with the

group being observed. It involves determining in advance what events are going

to be obServed, and informing the group that an observer will be collecting data
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on certain events within a specified time frame. It involVe§ coordinating with

the obserVed unit to in-gut:I that the observer has free access to the sites and

events_of interest. It requires knowing when and where unit activities are

occurring, SO that an observe,- will be present to cover important events.

_

_Observers are not always greeted by those being- observed with open arms;

partitUlarly_whon the observers are perceived as evaluators who are thereto

judge -the unit_or the trainers; Sometimes thoSe ObSerVed complain that the

observers are distracting and interfere with the activities being observed,

thUS preventing them from doing their jobs as they see fit. The complaint has

some merit; the presence of an outside observer cannot help but be somewhat

distracting and may affect the conduct of the activities being observed. The

extent to which events are conducted differently than-they_would be in the ob-

server's absence adversely affects the accuracy of the feedback gathered. But

the effect on the event observed may be positive if_the event is improved because

it was observed. OrrasionaIly; attempts -will be Made to bar observers from cer-

tain kinds of events. The reason given for excluding the observers.may vary, but

the result is the same -- less accurate feedback.

-GUid-el-ines:_for Use

Most major feedback collection efforts. should employ systematic observation

as one of the methods for collecting feedback; The tendency to rely solely_on

subjective data may be reduced through the judicial application of observational

techniques; As a check on the data provided by other methods_and fora number

of other purposesi systematic observation is an under-utilized tool_that has

great potential for increasing the quantity aAd quality of infotmation available

for feedback. TO realiZe the full potential of systematicobservation, fore-_

thought,plAnning; and careful execution of the method are required. Specific

guidelines for using systematic-observation-for-colleCtingi_feedback_are provided

below

1. A form or worksheet should be designed tci_be_USed in making the obser-

vations. The worksheet shouldcontain a listing of_the-items-ar-events to be

observed. The items should list events as they might be expected to occur under

ordinary eittuttances; The kinds of items included_on the worksheet will of

course depend_upon the particular activities being observed. Item listings for

various activities are included in the references under "Observation" in Appen-

dix D. EXatiples of items_usefuI_In_evaluating training and maintenance activi-

ties areshoWn in Appendix O. Other items _may be develop-0.7far speci-----
tionsi_bUt all items must meet certain minimum requirements; The items Should._

deal with things or activities that can be directly observed. Things should be'-.

desCribed in terms of observable properties, -and activities should be describe

in terms of observable behaviors. To_facilitate.the recording of observatiOns,

the items should be stated so that they can be answered Yes or acii with addi-

tional space provided for more detailed comments. Examples of worksheets that

follow theseguidelines are included in AppendiX C. The formatting of the work-

§heeta_included in this appendix are not sacred; they can be modified as needed

to make it easier to record observations. However; we must advise against mak

ing any changes that make it necessary for observers to record their subjective
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judgments or evaluations of_eVents. AVoid items that require the observer to
rate each activity or to judge aspects of performance or the environment as
satisfactory or unsatisfactory.. Observers should use comment space for pro-
viding additional details about what they observed. This space must not be

used for recording subjective judgments or opinions about personalities; the

unit, or unit activities.- That40, observers should record Specific behavior
and facts that were observed and not their interpretation of:events; For

example, they shouldn't retord_a getieral judgment that "the 'exercise controller
4--

didn't know what he was doing," but should insteadrecOrdspecific problems
that were noted, such as StOringdiscrepanciesorviolations of SOP's. The

items on each worksheet should be preceded by abeading. The heading should

identify the activity being observed, when and where the activity occurred,

and who was present to include the observer..

2. All forms or worksheets developed for observing training, other ac-

tivities or the environment should be pilot tested prioF to using them to

collect information for feedback purposes. The conditibns under which the

observation forms are tested should resemble as closely as possible those under

which the forms will eventually be used. Typical observers should be among those

testing the forms. The events observed, whether they be formal training events,

or day-to-day unit activities should also be representative-of the 'kinds of

events on which observational feedback will be collected. New observation forms

may be piloted in conjunction with the training that/ each observer must undergo

to certify that observers are knoWledgeable about observational methods and

the observation forms. By piloting the forms, it can be determined which items

produce useful feedback and which observerS are mot proficient in gathering

the feedback.

3. If more than one or two obSerVerS will be involved in collecting the .

feedback, it may be advisable to conduct a WOrkShop to train the observers..

The observers should be told theLpurpoSe-Of the:workshOp*i.e., to train them=

to use the observation worksheets for collecting information to be used as

feedback.. The importance of learning how 0 accurately record their observa7

tions should be stressed. The instructor should go.over each item to be included

on the worksheet with the group to insure that they will know what it is -they are

to look for, how they will knOW When_ithappens or does not happen, and how they ;

should record their observationS. The instructor should get feedback from -the

observers to insure that they understand the items in the same te wyi 5d-that-thee--

will be standardization across observers If a filmed Or televised instructional

sequence =is available, the-InStrUctticanrarr-the-tape or, film, commenting on

those parts of. the filth that relate to the items on the worksheet. A necessary

part of the workshop involves giving the observers practice in using the work-

sheets; The same events Should:be observed by all ObSerVers so that the'observa-r

tions can later be compared._ The events observed_ShbUld be_actual events that

resemble those on_Whith-feedback will later be collected. The information

gathered during_thiS practice session shoUld be- reviewed in class, and the work7

sheets completed by_the observers should be collected by the instructor; so that

the instructor can determine which trainees record their observations most

accurately and completely:_ References liSted Under "Observation" 12i Appendix D

provide additional guidance in selecting and training observers;
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4. Those in charge of collecting the feedback should assure the unit or
the trainers that the purpose of the observations is not to evaluate them, but
to assess the training program, task proficiency, or the usefulness of training

materials. Training developers and evaluators should be open and honest with
trainers or unit personnel about their purpose for being there. Observers

should not attempt to hide recorded notes or completed worksheets from trainers

or unit personnel. Observers/ should be cautioned not to interfere with the
conduct of training, testing or other unit activitiet, and should not interact

with trainers or unit personnel any more than is essential to collect the-neces-

sary observations. At the same time obtervert must be told the importance of

remaining close enough to the activities being observed to insure that the data

gathered accurately reflect what occurred.

5. Observers must be carefully selected on the basis of their performance

during the workshop'. Completed worksheets should be reviewed in order to deter-

mine each observer's proficiency in recording the required observations. The

best observers are those who record what they observe in detail on the observa-

tion worksheets, with a minimum of interpretation. Those'who jump 'to conclu=

sions or make sweeping generalizations on the.basis of what they saw do not

make good observers.

6. Observers -must go where the action is; To provide accurate feedback,

they must observe important training events or unit activities first hand. If

the.activities of interest are occurring in the motor pool or in_a unit train-

ing_area, then that's where the observer must be. Arrangement theUld be made

with trainers or unit leadersto allow observers free access to various sites.

Obtervers should have the option of appearing at- .these sites_unannounced. How-

ever, observers should take care not to disrupt unit activities by unannounced
-=--appearances-at-sites-where=theyJare_nuilknown-- -Uni-t personnel-MUst be informe&________

ahead_Of time that obserVers will be in their area fraM time totime, and

thOUld know generally'what the observers will_be_deing._ It may_not be realistic

for observers to arrive completely unannounced, but ibis usually not_necessary

to announce when they will-hewhere or th--exact activities Owt-wits be* observed.

For scheduled events, such as scheduled trainingiebterVert should arrive in the

area at least 10 minutes before the event is tthkdUled to begin; Whenthe same

event is occurringgimuItaneously at several stations or locations; additional

observers will be needed to provide adequate' coverage of the event.

7,._ZrybMialimizethe boredom and ." . m- _by_ observers.

In planning data collection activities keep the observers' interests in mind.

Avoid over-committingidaervert by limiting the number of data elements _that_ they

are required to collect at any one time and the hours spent in.observation activ-

ities on any one day. In addition provisions should be made for the well=being

and comfort of the observers. Such provisions might include transportation to

and from the site, messing facilities near the site and the cpportunity to use

them, and a temporary shelter_where observers can go from time to time to

escape the elements. This will result in better motivated observert, and hence,

more accurate and complete feedback,
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TeSting

AS feedbatk, teSt regUltS may be used to provide objective information
abbut the skills andknoWledges acquired during a particular training- progrark
or to assess the proficiency of solAiers_inthe field in performing certain

tasks. Training developers.use testing to determine if the training programs;
training support Materials, and on-the-job experiences result in the soldiers
being proficient on specifit_tasks; To types oftestresuIts may be useful
as feedback; (1) Teat results from tests that area_yart of.a training pro-
gram or unit testing prtgraja(4e;; results from existing tests or existing

records); and (2) TeStresUlts from tests speciaIlyidesigned'for feedback pur=
poses. Because evaluators and training developers are primarily interested
(or should be interested) in performance on specific tasks under a giYen set

of conditions and standards; most test results used for feedback consist of

records of hands-on performances To the extent that hands-on tests_dre_het_
included as a normal part of iitutional and unit testing; feedback collectors

will need to design special tests for obtaining feedback on task perfOrmance;..

Considerations inyolved in using results of existing tests or_designipg special

tests to gatherfeedback-w1I1 -be- discussed further in hé guideline for use

of testing;

PoadtivanALTIFgatiVa Aspects

As a source of feedback test results are_probably more highly regarded by

training developers and evaluators than any.other type of information; When

asked how much confidence they place in the accuracy and reliability of various

,types of feedback .they\collect; training developers_andevaluators typically.re-
::-serve-their-highest-marks-for-tett-teSUlt-S1--This-high-degrea-of-cont-idence-may-

be atgributed to the perception of testing as a rigorous objective method for

assessing performance. While this perception probably:is accurate when tests

are:Tconducted_p_roperly;-the confidence is misplaced for poorly_administered tests.

Some common problems that may affect the accuracy and 'reliability of tests,_

include: testing the Wrong tasks, Vagtelystated:test instructions; tasks tested

using inaPpropriate_or unrealistic Standards,,and_under wrong-conditions; and

erroneous-test'results due to bia§el or inconsistent scoring among examiners.

Because test administration iS rarely observed; such problems often go undetected

46-&----ifileSelerestilts-are accepted as accurate indices of performance.

When tests are conducted properly by titibiased-examiners;they-are-among-thc

more objective methods for obtaining feedback.. The objectivity of tests makes

them acceptable measures of training effectiveness and permits them to be used

as criteria against which other sources of feedback (e.g.', estimates of task

proficienCy, questionnaire responses, and interview kesults) are compared.

Tests administered before and after participation in unit training activities or

institutional training programs may be used as one index of the effectiveness

of that training. For checking on the accuracy or various estimates of task

proficiency,_no better criterion exists for comparison purposes than hands-on

tests of performance.
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Testing, particularly hands-on testing, has not been the preferred choice
of training developers and evaluators for collecting performance information,
The reasons for this are many. Foremost among these is the heavy demand placed
on the resources of trainers, units, and feedback collectors alike by hands-on
tests. All'feedback methods require the expenditure of time and resources by
feedback collectors, and probably by those from whom the feedback is collec
Of the various methods, hands -on testing requires the highest expenditure
resources.by collectors and suppliers of feedback. A resource that testi
consumes in large quantities is time -- a resource that is always in_sho t sup=
ply. In terms of personnel resources, hands-on-tests fersrire, a sample o indi=

viduals to be tested, one or more unbia , trained examiners;\someond to make
arrangements for provision of thene ed facilities and equipment, and possibly
observers to monitor the administration of the tests. Other resources require
for testing are carefully designed tests and scorgsheets, adequate_teating
facilities, and equipment to be used in the testing process. The large resource"
requiremehtaof hands-on tests probably explain why they are not a larger part
of the feedback picture than they are presently. The resources required in
testing depend to a considerable degree on the number of individuals or-groups
to hP re.qtPd. Feedbaek-gatherers often-assume theryone
test results are to be useful for feedliatk-purposeS. While so implications
of feedback do require that most or all of the individuals parEicipatinein an
Activity be tested te.g., in evaluating training effectiveness), testing a sMall

sample of individuals can sometimes provide Sufficient information. To discover

which tasks are performed well by a unit, a representative sample of unit per-
sonnel can be tested on a set of tasks. For spot-checking the accuracy of data
obtained through the use of other methods, testing a small sample from the group

from whom feedback is being sought is often sufficient.

Guidelines for Use

4. If the feedback desired consists of information about proficiency in

perforMing-Tap_ed-ifitasks-hands-on-then7the--tests-should-requirehands-on_per-
formanda Of theS6 teSks The tasks selected for the test should_be_those that

the_SOldieta tested might reasonably be expected to perform on the basis of their

training and experience. The tasks tested should be stated in terms of measurable

pekforManceg, with, conditions and standards that are consistent with those sped -.'

fied_ih the training objectives or in the SoldiersManual. Teat instructions

.ShoUld clearly state what the soldiers are expected to do and should be presented

it-e-Standardiredwaauer such that each soldier receives the same instructions.-

__SCor0_.§heetgahOUld_edPSigned so that the examiner can record'performa- _

effitiehtly and objectively Distinct parts of the task that can be;--readiiy_

obSerted should b.e on the score sheet, so_that examiners can record; in

addition to an overall evaluation; those parts of the task -that were or were not

performed correctly; Scoring each distinct-observable part of a task provides

additional information about that task_which may be used by training developers

or evaluators to pinpoint the reasons for poor_taskperformance; There are of

course practical. limitations on the amount of- detail that an examiner can record

for any given task; But efforts should be -made to record as much detail aapos-

Sible when the data are to be used as feedback.
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2. Testing requires the full cooperation of trainers in the unit or at the
institution; Arrangements must be made well in advance to secure the needed
equipment; facilities; and personnel for the period during which the testing
is to be conducted; Testing_is an activity that requires careful planning and
execution by those conducting the tests; Because the planning and execution
typically involve the trainers in some capacity; it is essential to enlist _

their cooperatidn. Cooperation of unit and institutional trainers is more_like-
ly if the.test results are not perceived as a threat. If institutional_and unit
trainers think that test results collected will be used against_them; they_may
refuse to permit training developers or evaluators to conduct the tests.-_ One,
way to prevent test results from being used inappropriately is to Maintain the
anonymity of indyi uais and units in reporting results. Anonymity becomes more
important as the level, at which the results are reported increase-Sp BetaUSe,

'training managementAs accomplished at the battalion level; generally there is
no reason to report'results to levels above this level. _When reporting results

3,/,

to the battalion commander; it.is_recommended that the COmpanie6 not be i enti-
fled in reporting the results. Similarly platoons should not be identifi 11:in
rep-Orting,--resu-ts-to-ethe-company-_-commander=.--Zven--at___lnker_:_leVelS, _J-t.,ma .__I-iPt-_

be advisable to report individual -test results hy name. While obtaining the
cooperation of the unit*ay entail_sharing the test results with unit leaders;

ci

it is important not to- alienate_ individuals by identifying those who per ormed

poorly on the tests.. When results are -to be reported outside of the bat anon;
or used by feedbaCk collectors; all references to individuals and units s ould

be omitted.

3. Proper test administration_is essential to obtaining accurate test re-

sults. The_tests should be administered by independenti, unbiased observers

whenever possible. -This presents no problem when- -the tests are developeiand
--adOln1Steted-by training diVilopersand evaluators whose primary purpose is to

o btain feedback. -However, when tests are administered by those who conduct the

training at the institution or in the unit; there may be a tendencytowards

-leniency-in Conducting:andscoring the tests; When tests are not administered

by independent examiners, trained observers:from the evaluation. team should_

o bserve -the testing to insure that the tests are administered properly._ A form

for making testobServations is included in Appendix Additional guidance in

Observation of testing may be found in references included under "Observation"

and "Testing"!in_Appendix D.

4. Performance tests should be used to_check on_the accuracy of results

o a ne t4me-method Soldiers and their supervisors are

often asked to provide estimates of how well they canl-T)eYro-rti-spec-i-f-ie--t-a-sks.

Several precautions should.be taken in obtaining such proficiency estimates.

The performance being appraised should be Stated as; precisely and completely'

as possible: Rating scales should be phrasedAn terms_of explicit observable

measures of performance rather than in general terms.such as "average "; "below

;averageu_ etc. Raters ShOuld be trained and have had_experience with the

rating scales and tasks_being'rated. As a_for0.1e; Measurei_the,acouracy of

these estimatesahould_be checked by_selecting a simple.of thetasks'and test-

bag; hands-on; the performance of individual soldiers on the asks. At the,

time the proficiency. estimates are obtained, the soldiers an .their supervisors,
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should know they will be tested on selected tasks, but the)) should not be told
exactly which tasks are to be selected. Unless proficien4 estimates are
shown to be relatively good predictors of hands-on test performance; such es-
timates should not be used for feedback purposes.

O
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SE ION III - INTEGRATION OF METHODS

Now that each available feedback collection method has peen discussed,
this section addresses various issues related to the planning and conduct of
feedback activities. The gathering of feedback is a flexible process that
must be adapted to the requirements of particular situations. None of the
feedback methods discussed in this chapter is sufficient in and Of itself; for
gathering feedback in all situations which may arise. A systematic pproach
is thus needed in which ethods are integrated and tailored to meet he needs
at hand. There is no set formula or Procedure through which an appro riate
mix of methods can be selected and applied. There are general approa hes,
such as the sequential mix mentioned earlier in this paper. In this proach,
initial indications of problems are obtaipel through informal feedback or
review of existing performance records. The.scope of problems identif ed is
then determined through the administration of questionnaires, and further de-
tails are obtained dUring follow-up interviews. If further information appears
to be needed at this point, it may be obtained throughadministration of per-
formance tests or conduct of structured observations using precoded worksheets
indicating what is to be observed. While ouch a general approach has the
advantage of leading to the collection of more precise data as needed, it may
not be applicable in all situations. Resource and Mime constraints may not
allow the-sequential application of all available methods. Informal feedback
and existing records should not be solely relied upon for initial indications
of problem areas, since problems may surface during interviews or observations.
Feedback gathering should move toward the collection of more detailed and pre-
cise data as resources allow, but there is no set sequence for the application
of methlds. The selection of feedbackmethZ3ds should be based upon prescribed
criteria, and some of these are delineated below. This is followed by discus-
sion of other general issues, including sampling considerations and the struc-
ture of feedback collection efforts.

-Criteriafaretl-Selection

There are numerous factors which Inte:dependently impact upon the choice
of feedback methods and the design of a feedback collection exercise. Among
these are the resources available; the established accuracy of the methods
available, and the scope of the area being addressed. Theee factors shoUld be
jointly considered as criteria for making decisions on how to collect feedback.

The ap;?ropriate resources for application of each feedback method have
bee, addressed in previous sections, so only general resource guidelines will
be ofiered here. Most DTD's_and DOES's do not have sufficient personnel re-_
sources to support large- scale,- continuous collection of feedback. The'acquisi-
tion of feedback must thus be efficient in_order_to be doable within available
resources. But- the feedback- process should not be short-changed; a minimum
amount of resources--is needed- to collect adequate feedback. 'Training_develop-
ers and evaluators cannot collect adequate feedback while sitting in their
offices receiving sporadie_informal_feedback and mailing questionnaires. As

discussed earlier, informal feedback is usually very general and mailed ques-
tionnaires are frequently not returned. Training developers and evaluators
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must have the resources available to collect feedback first-hand by visiting
training sites in the institution and in the field and by interacting directly
with users of products of the training development process. Training developers
should thus not try to collect feedback using just their own limited resources,
but they should work through and interact with Branch Training Teams (BTT's)
and other training evaluation teams. The combination of DTD and DOES resources
may help eliminate problems in resource shortages, so it should be actively
encouraged. If such pooling .does not provide adequate resources for collecting
needed feedback, then the scope of the area being addressed or the questions
being asked should be reduced. For example, feedback may be.needed on the
performance of all tasks within a given MOS, but resources may not be available
to support the collection of such extensive data at one time. Managers of feed-
back efforts should acknowledge the existence of such a situation and tailor
their efforts to collect specific data on_a sample of the tasks of interest
rather than collecting general data on all tasks. Precise data on a subset of
tasks is likely to be more valuable and useful than general and perhaps inaccur-
ate data on a wide range of tasks. This issue is further addressed below in a
discussion of the accuracy and scope of feedback approaches.

Resource concerns relate not only-to the number of personnel involved in
feedback collection but_also totheir qualifications and background. The ideal'
feedback collector should have experience in both the subject matter being ad-
dressed and in_the collection methods being,used. Subject matter experts do
not automatically make good feedback collectors. Knowledge of the subject
matter being addressed is helpful, particularly in the gathering of specific
details. This is one of the reasons that training developers should be in
eluded on feedback collection teams. But'expert knowledge can sometimes be a
hindrance. For example, during structured observations subject matter experts
may become so intensely involved in the information being presented that they

I miss seeing major problems in how it is presented. Feedback collectors should
be given training and practice in the application of the methods being used,
especially interviews and observations. They must learn to record the data as
presented, and not their interpretations of the data A workshop in' whi,..11 the

actual data collection forms are discussed and used is the best way to train
data collectors: Guidance for conduct of such a workshop is included in the
referetlees at Appendix D.

As pointed out above, it is very important that the feedback process be
efficient; But one consideration that is even more important is thatthe data
gathered as eedback be accurate. Since major revisions in training programs
and training support materials are based upon feedback, this information must
accurately represent the needs and experiences of users. Concerns for_accuracy
should dictate the ways in which available resources_are utilized. _Subjective
data having unknown accuracy should always be checked_agaihst_relitively ob-
jective data If a questionnaire or.interview is used which has not_previously
been validated; then it should be supplemented by structured observaticns or
tests. Validation of'a questionnaire or other data collection form involvess_
more than just the administration of_the form to_a sample of personnel and the

noting and correction of general problems in_wordingor format. A form is
validated when the responses gathered using it have been shown to agree with
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data gathered using more objective_criteria. Since few if any f dback Collec-
tion forms have been validated, all feedback efforts should emp y objective

,

measures such as structured observatiOns and testing at least o a limited eX-
tent. It may not -be necessary_to check the accuracy of every subjective re-
sponse obtained, but spot checks should always be conducted If such checks
indicate problems with_the_accuracy of questionnaire or in erview responses
then these responses should be disregarded and replaced with more objective
data. All available methods_must thus be_integrated in/a feedback collection
effort, with the degree to which each' method_is included i the mix depending
upon the demonstratedaccuracy of 04 data obtained. /Sufficient resources f

must be committed' to insure -the colArection of accurate feedback._ If this iS
not done, inappropriate revisions-lay be made in_trainingi_and the feedback/

harmcan do morearm than good. _Whe._resources are_limited, the scope_of_the
effort should bereduced rather.'than_the precision of_the data. Absolute_ /

accuracy of feedback can never/be achieved, bui the highest possible leveliof
accuracy should always be sought.

The discussion above has indicated ways in_which considerations of scope
interact with other factors impacting upon feedback method selection. ResOurce
and accuracy concerns may limit the scope of a feedback collection effort.: jn-
versely; the scope of an effort influences resource and accuracy considerations.
If feedback is needed on one small segment of a training program, it can proba-
bly be collected by one person within the Center/School without detailed accur-
acy checks; But if feedback is needed on major portions of a training program,
it must be collected by a team of training developers and evaluators visiting
thefield and gathering various types of data as accuracy checks; The scope of
the effort must be delimited during planning of feedback collection; and re-
sources must be made available which realistically allow data collection Of that
scope to be accomplished; Otherwise, the,quality of the data collected will
likely prove to be-unacceptable;

Sampling

Another aspect of feedback collection related to the factors discussed
above is sampling considerations. It is generally not appropriate to base feed-
back on just one source, as isesometimes done in informal feedback collection.
But it is often not possible to gather feedback from all users of a training
product or on all aspects of a training program, due to resource and time limit-
ations. After selecting the appropriate methods to be used, training developers
and evaluators must then select the appropriate samples to which *they are to be
applied. Sampling relates not only to the specification of individuals and
units from whom information is to be collected, but also to the specification of
tasks and areas of concern which are to be addressed. In many cases sampling -

can be made more efficient by integrating these two dimensions. That is, differ-
ent samples of individuals can provide feedback on different sets of tasks or,
areas of concern. Particular sources may provide only part of the information
needed, but the overall data collection effort should provide all the information
needed.
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Sampling is not usually a concern in the gathering of informal feedback;
since such feedback is generally unsolicited and is passively received by
training developers and evaluators. But sampling considerations are important
with all other feedback methods, especially those that are relatively resource-
intensive, such as interviews, observations, and testing. Sampling of feed=
back is basically a balancing act between obtaining enough data, but not too
much. Sufficient data must be obtained to accurately represent the overall
situation, but :resources should not be consumed by collection of large amounts
of data which may be redundant and difficult to manage.: Statistical_sampling
procedures often cannot be applied in feedback collection, since real -world
constraints often preclude truly random sampling. It is thus difficult to
specify the size of the sample needed in_each feedback collection effort. For
this reason, only general sampling guidelines are offered below. But this
does not mean that training developers and evaluators should not be concerned
with statistical sampling procedures. Sampling Should always be conducted as
carefully and rigorously as the situation allows. Statisticians and sampling
textbooks should be consulted to supplement the guidelines offered here.

To support overall evaluations of training programs and support materials,
feedback should be gathered from more than one unit or a small set of units in
one geographic area. Contingencies such as range and ammunition availability
vary in_different locations, and training programs are often implemented some-
what differently LI different units. To obtain an overall picture of the situ-
ation in the field, feedback should thus be sampled from several units in each
of several geographic locations. Feedback obtained within a unit should be
gathered from all levels of personnel involved in the training 'process. For
example, if a questionnaire' is administered within a battalion on the utility
of particular training materials,1\it should be administered not just to the
senior leadership, but to all lev is of users. Feedback on products of the
training development process show be obtained from personnel directly using
those products, including NCO's serv4ng as trainers and soldiers receiving
training. When individuals are aSked\to provide feedback through a question-
naire or interview, they should not be asked to provide so many responses that
they become fatigued. When respondent's become fatigued, the quality of their
responses is likely to suffer. Questions should be sampled so that no indi-
vidual is required to participate in a-survey or interview for more than one
hour. As suggested above, different samples of questions can be addressed by
different individuals in order to provide the complete feedback needed.

Sometimes it is practically impossible to specify the size of the sample
needed before embarking on a feedback collection effort. In these cases a use-
ful strategy is to perform preliminary analyses of the data while they are being
collected and to stop collecting further data when they become redundant and
provide no new information. Collectors of feedback should not expect to obtain
every' piece of relevant data that may be available. But they should be aware
of general sampling considerations and should sample sufficient data to be
representative of the situation existing in institutional or unit training.
Decisions on sample sizes needed are best based on experience with feedback

methods and with the types of data collected.
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Structure-of Feedback Collection

In -this section the information in previous sections is summarized -in

terms of_the general structure needed in feedback collection efforts. The

first point that_should be made is that feedback collection should be- planned

In advance and structured as highly as possible. Specific uses Should be

planned for all data that are to be collected; and sufficient copies of strut -.
tured forms should be available for recording of each typeef_data. The re-

sources needed should be organized, and the samples from-Which data are to be
collected should be clearly identified; All feedback collection formsshould
be thoroughly_ pilot tested; and all data collectors should:be trained in the

use of these forms.

Another key point is that it is very difficult to over-coordinate the

collection of feedback. Thorough prior coordination will eliminate many prob-

lems that commonly occur during data collection. Training developers and eval-

uators should continually coordinate their efforts to avoid duplications and to

make certain that the needed data are obtained. Coordination with those units

or individuals providing the feedback will help insure that structured data

collection schedules can be adhered to Feedback collectera 'should-enter units-

looking for specific events or results, rather than looking for whatever hap-

pens to be going on This requires careful coordination with unit personnel,

since unit -training schedules are highly dynamic. Coordination with the pro-

viders of-feedback should not stop once the data are collected, but should

continue as long as useful information is being transmitted. Feedback providers

should be informed as to what conclusion§ were reached from the data they pro-

vided and what resulting actions took place. They can then provide feedback on

the effectiveness of these actions, and a continuous cycle.of feedback can be

established.
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SECTION IV - MANAGING FEEDBACK

Feedback collected by any means is valuable only when it can be used to
make informed decisions which lead to needed changes in training programs or
materials. In addition to the level of aetail and accuracy of feedback, the
form in which the data are available and the -speed and ease with which they
can be accessed are important determinants of how feedback will be used. Rapid

access to data that are in a readily usable form is dependent upon the instal-

lation of an integrated data management system. Such a system is essential for
organizations such as DTD's and-DOES's_who collect and use feedback on a regu-
lar basis. Differences among these organizations in the kinds of feedback
available and the ways in which they are used make it impossible to specify in

detail the characteristics needed in a data management system. But systems for
managing feedback should always incorporate certain general features in their
design and follow certain guiding principles. These features and principles
are discussed in'the remainder of this section.

Automation of Data-Management

A primary principle for guiding data management is that it should be auto-

mated to the maximum extent poSSible. Although computer support is not necessar-
ily required foreffective data management, the increased efficiency and flexi-

bility provided-i...b computers strongly recommends their use The increased
efficiency results from.computers' ability to analyze large volumes of data

quickly and to provide instantaneous access to data of interest. Because com-

puters can be programmed to quickly reorganize information in different forms
(e.g., graphs, tables, etc.) and to extract and compare any data of interest,
computers provide training developers and evaluators with the flexibility needed
to get the maximum benefit from the data they collect.

The advantages of automated data management far outweigh any arguments that

might be raised against the use of computers for that purpose. In the past, the

use of computers for widespread applications in the management of feedback may

have been rightfully considered as too costly. Now it is not only,cost-effective

to use computers for such applications, but it may actually be more costly not to

use them. An elaborate computer system will not beirequired to manage feedback

at the typical Center /School; minicomputers are available which can accomplish

this task with the necessary supporting equipment. A minicompute.- with expanded

data storage space; peripheral input/output terminals, and telecommunications

support or interaction with other automated data systems should meet the feed-

back management needs of any Center/School. Such systems should be standardized

to some extent across installations to ease the transfer of data among them, but

they should be flexible enough to meet the needs of each DTD and DOES. /

Because computers allow easy access to data, they sometimes present security

,problems. ,

Such problems are not'unique to computers, but occur whenever large

volumes of data are maintained, some of which are classified or of a sensitive

nature; Special techniques are available for securing information stored in

computers; butcthe need for iMplementation.of such technives can be eliminated
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by avoiding the use_of sensitive or classified information as feedback; Infor-
mation on task profitienciea, training effectiveness, and usefulness of training
materials is_generally_nbt classified, and_it is- usually not considered setii

tive when unit and individual identifiers have been removed; These types of

information- comprise the bulk of data that are used for feedback purposes. The

benefits gained from the use of sensitive information for feedback purposes are
generally not worth the additional workload required to maintain it., For this

reason, it:is recotMended that the entry of classified or sensitive inforMatioh_
into a feedback data base be,minimized; if not completely avoided. As suggested

earlier; -the sources of feedback should bOcept anonymous in order to reduce

sensitivity problems with the data;

Preferably a computer dedicated to the maintenance and analysit of feedback

should be located on-site at each DOES. DOES personnel would be responsible for
determining what information is included in the data base, but the data stored

in the computer should be readily accessible by DTD personnel and other training

developers. Remote terminals linked with the computer should be located at DTD

and other appropriate-locations,-permittinlifdirect-access to feedback by-trai-n--

ing developers. The data stored in the computer should be limited to-re-dbatt

that is known to be accurate and has a clearly defined use. Care should be

taken to insure that the_computer does not become a depository for whatever

large pools of unvaiidated subjective data that are available; DOESpersonneI--

should maintain knowledge of the methods used to collect various types of avail-

able data and should filter out data which have not been shown to be accurate

or which do not have discernible utility.

Many of the characteristics needed in a feedback management system may be

found in existing data management and analysis packages. These patkages may he_

used, as is, or adapted to fit the_particaler requirements of each Center/School.

If existing packages are not totally adequate, then pxototype data analysis and

management techniques should be developed baued upon existing data and expanded

as more data become available. In selecting or developing a data management sys-

tem, close attention should be given to how the data are organized for_retrieval

from the data base. The system should also provide some means for analyzing the

data and arriving at decisiont on the basis of the analysis. A capability should

also be available for pre-tenting the data in alternative easy-to-use formats.

The data management system should be dynamic so that the data base can be updated

as new data become available. It should also provide a mechanism whereby changes

to training programs and materials based on feedback are recorded and tracked to

determine their effects. Finally, a data management system used for feedback

should make provision for_ integrating its data base with relevant data
from other

systemi and Centers/Schoola. These needs are distUssed in further detail below.

Orgmatz,ttionof Data

A primary advantage of computer-based data management systems over manual

systems is the capability to retrieve needed data quickly. The facility with

which the automated system performs this function depends upon the manner in

which the data are organized for retrieval. Feedback relating to training
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materials c4_ be organized according to the particular materials to which the

\N pfeedback apOl'ea._ feedback On proficiency can be organized by task and/or
mission, and f edback on the effectiveness of training programs can be organ
ized by tlasS or blbck of instruction. By identifying the publication;: tasks;
or clasa for Whith_infOrtiation is needed, the feedback user should be able to

find:the_releVent data. In order to pinpoint feedback more precisely, the
system should permit the user to specify other parameters; For exampleTan
order to AlloW retrieval -of information gathered during a given time frame,
the stored data must be identified according to when they were collected

S1-iilatlyi if data for differenttypesof units --(e. .; active versus reserve

unity) are to be analyzed separately, then daea"'.5u t be tagged as to.the type

Of unit from which they were collected, There may also be a need to inde*data
SO that only- soldiers having certain experience or training levels contribute

data to particular analyses; It may thus be necessary to intlude demographic
information on the sources of feedback in the data base;

The number and types o parameters on which the data are indexed dependa
upon the needs of the trailling developers and evaluators involved. When data

are retrieved from the-databaSe; the6UIPUtShould inclUdeWI._1relevant---tdren-t-1=----

fiers_._that app y_._ - -n addition to the identifiers described above (e.g.- tithe
fraMe,.type of unit), the output should intlude information about the size and

composition of the sample from which the data were obtained, The instrument or

method-used in data
_ _

should also be listed or briefly described in the 'output. The inclusion of iden-

tifiers such as these is necessary when data are obtained from diverse sources

using a variety of data collection methods and instruments. Identifiers should

not be included to the extent that they take_up more storage- space -than the data

themselves; but sufficient information should_be stored to allow the organiza-

tion and retrieval of feedback along several dimenSiohi. In this way, users of

feedback will have the flexibility to select the precise information that they

need;

Integration of Data

As suggested earlier, the methods used to collect feedback should be inte-

grated within a total system. Similarly, the data collected should be inte-

grated. Often one method is used for checking the accuracy of data, produced by

another method. aenerally, when two methods aimed at obtaining similar informa-
tion produce largely, discrepant results, the data produced by the more objective

method are given more\credence in deciding which changes should be made. When

different methods yield\essentially the same results, then more confidence can

be placed in the data and\reaulting conclusions than if they were produced by a

single methodology. Usually, data collected by different methods are in some-
what different forms and cannot directly be combined for analysis purposes, even

when they are mutually supportive, . But when there is more than one source of

feedback about a particular training program or document, it is advisable to

examine and compare data from all sources. Often one source will complement the

information provided by another source, even if the data cannot be combined di

rectly. For example, results of a test given at the end of a block of instruction

may indicate that the training was not effective, but give little indication as to
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why. Observations made during the instructi n. may pinpoint the reason for poor
performance as being too little practice on s veral of the tasks. To identify
the problem and the correctable-reason for it, both sources of information-are
needed. In similar ways, data Produced by ques ionnaires, interviews, observa-
tions, and tests may all complement each other.

Data collecte from different groups by the sa e method may also comple=
ment each other. For example, information collecte from personnel at lower
echelons may reinforce and expand upon that collecte. from personnel at higher
levels. When information is gathered from more than o,e unit of the same type\
within a relatively short period of time, the data may .e combined during
analysis and conclusions may be extended to the unit's as a_group. When units
are selected in a representative fashion, conclusions may be generalized to
other units of that type. Training developers and evaluat.rs may at times
collect the same information in the same general way without- -being aware of the
duplication. Such duplications should be_identified and the data should be com-
bined so that training developers and evaluators can benefit from all available
information. For certain kinds-of-feedback, n

gathered by other Centers/Schools-may lead-to-the-identification of-problems
existing across branches or even across the entire Army. Integrating data in

---this-way would-re-qui-re-extensive-co
ferent sites and a greater degree of standardization of data collection and man-
agement procedures than presently exists.

Regardless of whether the data are gathered by different methods, from dif-

ferent groups, or by different organizations, the important point to remember is

that-related data should be integrated to the maximum extent possible. Informa-

tion in the data base should be catalogued and cross-referenced with related

available data. Thus, if both observational and test data are available in the

data base for a particular block of instruction, any attempt to access one type

of data will automatically remind the user of other related data that are avail-

able. The manner in and extent to which data are combine& uring storage and

analysis will vary with the types of information involved, but related data

should always be compared andLcombined to-the maximum extent possible: Such

integration will generally increase the amount of information available to train-

ing developers and evaluators, and this will lead to more effective decision-

making based upon feedback.

Data Analysis and Decision-Making

The methods used for analyzing data depend on the 'rinds of data collected

and the form in which they are obtained. ResponSed to questionnaires or inter-

_views must usually be coded. so that each response is assigned to one of a

small number of categories before being entered into a computer for analysis.

For example, if soldiers are asked what_activities other than training they

participated in during the last two weeks, the responses givenmay vary widely.

In order to,facilitate the analysis and reporlJng of the data; the various

responses could be assigned to categories such as the following: (1) mainte=

nance, (2) post detail, (3) inspections, and (4) other activities. Sometimes

the response categories are known in advance and can be preprinted on the data

11111 .11
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collection form as response alternatives. In other cases it may be necessary
to derive the categories after the data have been collected. The basic data
in both cases will consist of frequency counts of the number of responses given
in each of the categories.

As far as statistical analysis of feedback is concerned, the best general
guidance that can be given is to keep the analysis as simple and clearly under-
standable as possible. The purpose of analyzing feedback is to reach and sup-
port conclusions and recommendations about changes needed in trainin&programs
and materials. Many of the personnel involved in making decisions about these
recommendations do not have an extensive background in-data analysis; it, will
thus be necessary to keep the presentations of analyses simple and straight-
forward so that these individuals can see how the data support the conclusions
reached. Also, the application of sophisticated analysis techniques frequently
involves numerous assumptions about the characteristics of the data being analy-
zed. Data gathered in an operational military environment often, do not meet
many of these assumptions. It is thus best to cautiously apply sophisticated

swing of feedback,_and to' consult a statistician
or reference text to make sure_that the_tethnqies are applied appropriately.
The analysis of feedback may be limited to the descriptive level; in terms-Ca-
-frequency counts, percentages, or prapartions. Forexample, the data of in-

e

terest may be the percentage of soldiers failing to perform a given task to
standard or the proportion of those responding "yes" to a particular question.
Summary statistics such as means or medians can be used to concisely describe
data collected, but in some cases use of such statistics may not be appropriate.
For example, two sets of data ranging along a five-point scale may have the same
mean but considerably different distributions. It is thus prudent to plot the
data graphically or-otherwise examine the distributions of data obtained, as
well as calculate summary statistics. In analysis of feedback, one should Stick
as closely to the original form of the data as possible and take care to insure
that any summary statistics used are appropriate.

oTechniques of inferential statistics should be used in making decisions
about the significance of differences among sets of data, and statistical signif-
icance should be used as a criterion for deciding whether or not changes are
needed in training programs or materials. However, statistically significant
differences are not always practically significant; that is, the magnitude of the
differences may not justify the time and expense required to change training
programs or maiwrials. For example, adding 10 hours of instruction to atrain-
ing program may increase-scores on the end-of-course test by a statistically
significant amount, such as from a 70 percent to a 74 percent GO-rate. However,

the trainers may.not feel that thisl'amount of improvement justifies the addi-

tion of 10 additional hours of instruction. They may feel that an improvement

of at least 20 percentage points is eeded to justify the additional instruc-

tional time Techniques are Available for selecting samples so that statis-
tically significant differences are likely to have,practicaI significance; a'
statistician should be consulted during the planning stage of data collection.

Even in the absence of such techniques; decisions about the implications of

feedback should be based upon practical,as-well as statistical considerations.

Changes in training programs and materiels should be made only when the results

of analysis meet criteria for both statistical and practical significance.
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In sdlit cases, practical decision-making criteria may be soniewhat Arbi=

trary,at_l4ast during tnitialiterationSof feedback collection. Criteria

may need-to-be selePred-Sueh-ttat-values---fzd-ling-ours-ide-i:ifthe--aCtePtable-------
range -will indicate a problem serious enough to warrant modifications in

training PrOgratits or materials; An exaMpIe of such a criterion is the guide-

line which states that if more than 20 percent of the soldiers tested Oh a

task receive firit-time NO CO's, then the training program for -that task is

inadequate_and must be revised; A criterion such as this_cin be entered into,

a computerized data management system so that valuesfallihg outside the
.acceptable range are automatically listed, thuSproviding an easy way of

identifying-potential problem areas Many_ of the criteria use in decision-

making based on feedback are admittedly arbitrary, but to some extent so are

those used in statistical analysis. The best available decisi on- making approach V
is to use criteria which are determined as objectively as possible, consistently

applied, and modified based upon experience and feedback.

__One reason_for_identifying leedbadk by the time frame_during which it was

collected-Is-to allow changes-op-curamillaiEf=timp-ra711P-Arteptpd4--The..zident4-
-fication oftrendslal data is-a criterion that 1.6--often used as the basis for

making changes in training programs and materials; But interviews of users of
_;__ _ _ _ _ _ _

fee WC fiart--ion-o-f-trends-i-s-f-requehtly-based---on

general feelings t t recent data represent a significant departure from data

obtained in the padt. If training is -going to_be_modifiedon 4.%e bitis of

.trends., than the minimum requirement -is to collect feedback on the area -of con-

cern on three or6ore separate occasions and plot the results graphically as

evidence that atrend exists. ExaMination of the data using decision-making

criteria such a those discusSed above shouldlindicate_whether a sufficient

/Itrend exists t require a reaction. Statisticalproceduresare available for

testing the nature and signifiCatice,Oftrends. However, the complexity of -these

proceduresand the assumptions implicit in_themlimit_their'nse in the analysis

of feedback. If such procedures areusedforidentifying trendsi_a khowledge-

abIe.statistician should be consulted. It should also be noted that trends

other than those occurring over time may.be_ofjnterest during analysis ,of

feedback. For example, a trend-toward increasing gunnery scores -with increasing

hours of practice:on a_gunhery training simulator and similarrelationships will

be useful informatiOn for training developers. The points_made above_for tempor-

al trends apply to ail types of trends of interest in feedback .analysis.

_Reporting of Data

The procesfing of feedback should not stop with the analysis and interpre-

tation of reduled. In order to insure that needed changes are made in training

prcgrams and materials, data summaries and resulting conclusions and recommeh--

dations must be presented to appropriate deciaion==makers. Reports of the

resultaof feedback collectionohake often in the past consisted of little more

than a listing of the general problems discovered. To make a convincing argu-

ment for needed changes, these reports should present_data to indicate the

extent of the problems noted, and they Should offerspecific recommendations for

problem solution. They should also provide information-about how the data were

collected, how vany units and individuals were involved, and the time period
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over Which the data were gathered; Thisjnforr4ationshould be presented in a
Cleat concise manner, so that the changes neeAed and their probable impacts
are readily apparent:

_

An automated data base capable of presenting information in a variety of
formats can WnWande the claritconciseness, and efficiency of the data preSen=
tation. The data_management system should have the capability to quickly_genet=
ate line gtapha, higtograms, and other simple pictorial:representationg of the
data. It_ghtiuld_alSo be able to generate tables,.statisticsand summaries of
major problems observed within a given time frame for inclusion in monthly or.
quarterly evaluation reports. These reports could be composed and stored on
the computer, making -them readily available to users through interfacing termi-
nals. Users could also create their own reports for special purposes by
selecting the appropriate data, analysis options; and presentation formats
through the terminal. To support this capability; an appropriate command from
a terminal should access a catalogue of the various types oLdataavailable in
the data base and the_options and procedures available for, analyzing and dis-
;playing them. From this list -the user could-sere-et-the type of_data
o kinalysts_to.--he--etarbgeiii.iiit -titgrru-dereiiirCiiuid be used to select the
time frame and soldier population of interest. With such a system; the used
could quickly retrieve the data needed in a form best suited for particular
applications;

-Follow-Up

The gathering and use of feedback is a continuous cyclic process that does
not end when changes have been made in training programs or materials. Follow-
ing such changes in response to feedback, it is important to measure_ their ef-
fect. This usually inOlves collection of the-same sorts of feedback which led
to original identification of the need for change. For example, if performance
on the test given at the conclusion of a course in map-reading increases notice='
ably following the introcthction of modifications to the instruction, then the
indication is, that the changes increased training effectiveness. The degree to
which the improvement in performance can be attributed to the course modifica-
tions depends on keeping other factors constant, such as the skill and abilitieS
of the soldiers being trained and the test content and administration procedures.
Follow-up is necessary to insure that changes instituted on the basis of feed-
back are producing the intended outcomes. If negligible or unfavorable outcomes
result, the feedback.system itself may require modifications, since it is leading
to ineffective changes.

As indicated in the first section of this handbook, DOES personnel frequent-
ly collect feedback and pass information along to training developers concerning
problems with training programs and materials. Training developers are expected
to take corrective actions, but they may not do so'because they are not con-
vinced that a change is necessary or they do not have enough information to know
what specific changes are required. The result is that feedback, is not used and
has no impact. Unless the collectors of feedback actively follow up to deter-
mine what changes are made and what recommended changes are not, they may
incorrectly assume that the feedback they provided was completely satisfactory
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and resulted in appropriate actions. The ultimate solution to this problem__
iles_u_the-achievement of -continuous cooperation and communications between_
training deVelopers and evaluatori. Since such a situation doeS not presently
exist, collectors of feedbackrshould follow up information that they have pro
vided to other agencies, in order to determine exactly what_changet wtre made
and their effeFts. A feedback management system must include a mechanism for
monitoring' itself to insure that it has the desired affectt.

s. I:
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRES
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*1

ARTEP TRAINER QUESTIONNAIRE

INSTRUCTIONS: The purpose of this questionnaire is to obtain information on
your use of the Army Training and Evaluation Program for Mechanized Infantry/
Tank Task Force (ARTEP 71-2). The inforMation_youprovide.will help insure
that ARTEP 71-2 truly serves the needs of field units. The questions below
addresttheARTEP document itself as well as the process by which you use this
document; Provide answers based upon your unit's experiences in training and
evaluation exercises planned and conducted by you or higher headquarters.
Answer the questions for the level of unit to which you are assigned. That is,
if you are a platoon leader or tergeanti answer for the platoon; if you are a
company commander, X01, or 1SG, answer for.the company; and if you are a bat-
talion commander or S3, answer for the battalion.

First provide.the hatkgfciiind information requested by filling in the blanks
below. Then answer each question by circling the letter corresponding to your
response and writing brief responses, where appropriate; More than one response
may be appropriate .for_some questions; these are indicated below; No attempt
will be made to identify or_evaluate you or your unit, so please answer each
question as completely and honestly as possiblei

Date: Duty Position: Rank:

Specialty Code/MOS: Primary Secondary

Months in Duty Position: Months in Present Uni%:

Last Institutional Training CompIWYA
(A013; ANCOC, etc;): Year Completed: 19

1. What type(s) of armored vehicles does youx unit have?

a. M48A5s
b. M60A1E
c. M60A3s

2. Where is your unit located?

d. M551s
ei MIs
f. MII3s

A. Continental United States (CONUS)
b. Korea
C. Getmany

3. What component does your unit belong to?

A. Active Army
b. National Guard
c. Reserve

g. M106s
hi M901s
i. M3s

4. _HaVe_yOU used ARTEP 71-2 or participated in an exercise derived from it
during the past 6 months (circle both a and bi if appropriate)?

a. Yes, in my present uniti
b. Yes, in another unit;
C. No.

NOTE: If you circled c in question 4, do not complete the rest of this
questionnairel since many of the quettidhp ask about your experiences
with the ARTEP in the latt 6 totithbi
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5; In what form is ARTEP 71-2 available to you? (Circle as many responses as
are appropriate.)

a. I have my own copy of the ARTEP.

b. I have copies of the pageS-of the ARTEP that are relevant to my unit.

c. I have cards or other papers that contain information from the ARTEP
relevant to my unit;

d. The ARTEP is in a central location where I can use it. (Where?)

e. I have been briefed on the ARTEP but do not have access to written
ARTEP materials.

f. Other. (Please explain.)

6. How often do you use the ARTEP materials that are available to you?

a. Daily d. Once a year
b. Weekly e. Never
c. Monthly

7. Which version of ARTEP 71-2 is available to you?

a. New version published in November1.981.

....___DrafrverAion_published in March 1981.

c. Earlier version.

8. Have you received training in how to useveiRTEP 71 -2? (Circle as many
answers as are appropriate.)

a. Yes, in institutional training (AOB, AOAC, ANCOC, etc.).

13. Yes, in a Battalion Training Management System (BTMS) workshop;

c. Yes, from the chain of command in my present unit.

d. Yes, other. (Please explain.)

e. No;
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9,_ If you have received training in use of ARTEP 71-2, did it_provide you with
sufficient information's° that you could use the ARTEP in training your unit?

Yes.

b. No. (Please explain.)

10. Is the terminology in ARTEP 71-2 clear to you?

a. Yes.

b. No. (Please explain.)

11. Is the terminology in ARTEP 71-2 clear to your soldiers?

a. Yes.

b. No. (Please explain.)

12. Are there any missions or tasks not Included in ARTEP 71-2 which your unit
must perform to be combat ready?

a. Yes. (Please list them.)

b. No.

13. Are there any missions or taskS included in ARTEP 71-2 that should be deleted?

a. Yes. (Please list missions and why they should be deleted.)

b. No.

14. How many training and evaluation exercises from ARTEP 71-2 has your unit
conducted or participated in during the past 6 months?

15; flow many of these training and evaluation exercises were planned and
evaluated by: (Circle as many answers as are appropriate and fill in blanks).

a. Platoon?

b. Company?

c. Battalion?

d; Brigade?

e. Division?
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16. How many of_your unit's training and evaluation exercises, during the,past
6 months, actually used OPFOR?

If OPFOR was not used, why not?

17; How many of your unit's training and evaluation exercises, during the past
6 months, used MILES?

If MILES was not used, why not?

18; How many firing proficiency/live-fire exercises has your unit conducted
during the past 6 months?

Which ones; in what modgi(dry-fire, MILES, subcaIiber, full - caliber)?

19. Which of the General Missions from ARTEP 71-2 has your unit integrated into
training and evaluation exercises during the past 6 months? Circle-as many as
applicable.

a. Plan and control combat operations

b. Maintain operations security (OPSEC)

Perform tactical intelligence functions

d. Coudu..t NBC defense operations

e. Defend against air attack

f. Conduct sustaining operations

20. For your unit's training and_evaluation exercises, during the past 6 months;
who selected the missions and tasks (in terms of duty position)?
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21._ On the_average,how much time have you had to plan each of your unit's
training and evaluation cxercises during the past oaths?

If this has not proved sufficient; how much time do you need?

22. Do you use any documents in addition to ARTEP 71-2 in order to train to
standard?

a; Yes; (Which ones?)

b. No;

23. Did the conditions listed in ARTEP 71-2 match those your unit actually
experienced in training and evaluation exercises during thd past 6 months?

Yes.

b. No. (Please explain.)

:24. Was your_unit trained and evaluated in accordance with the standards listed
in ARTEP 71 -2?

a. YeS.

b. No. (Please explain;)

25a Were you required to repeat tasks and/or missions until your unit performed
to ARTEP standards?

a. Yes.

b. No. (Please explain.)



26. What type of feedback did you receive on your unit's mission performance?

a. NOne

b. General performance ratings

C. Detailed information on tasks performed well and poorly

d. Other. (Please explain.)

27. What type of feedback did you provide to your soldiers on their performance?

a. None

b. General performance ratings

c. Detailed information on tasks performed well and poorly

d. Other. (Please explain.)

28; Who provided feedback during training and evaluation exercises (in terms of
duty position) for the following?.

a. Platoon

b. Company

c. Battalion

d. Brigade

e. Division
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29. How much time elapsed between mission performance and provision of feedback
for exercises that were planned and evaluated at the following levelg? (Place

checkriarks (6 in the appropriate boxes.)

a. Platoon

b. Company

c. Battalion

d. Brigade

b. Division

Immediate. 2-24 Hrs 2-6 Days 7+ bays

30. For what purpose does your unit most often use ARTEP 71-2?

a. As a training tool

b. As a test

C. Other. (Please explain.)

31. List any other comments that you have about ARTEP 71-2:
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PROFICIENCY ESTIMATION QUESTIONNAIRE - 19K TANK COMMANDER

Today_your performance of the tasks listed below will be tested. In order
to get a GO_on any task; you will_have to_perform_all the steps on it properly.
The equipment and manuals you need to perform each task will be_availabl ,__
Before_you are tested, we want to -see if you can accurately predict how w 11
you will_do on each task. Write_inyour name andthe other information r
quested_below, and then predict -how you will do on the test by circling a
letter- beside each task indicating your response. The letters Stand for th
following re3ponses:

\

Y YeS, I can do this task andwill_get a_GO on'it.
? I don't know whether I can do this task or not.
N No, I can't do this task and will get a NO GO on it.

Name * Grade Unit

How many months have you been an M1 TC?

Perform before-operations checks and services on an
MI tank;

Perform gunner's and loader's prepare-to-fire checks
and services on an Ml tank.

Perform tank commander's prepare-to-fire checks and
services on an M1 tank.

Boresight the main gun on an M1 tank within
10 minutes.

Boresight a caliber .50 M2 HB machinegun within
20 minutes.

Circle one:_

Y ? N

Y ? N

-Now we -want you to thing on thib page. Rank hoW well you can
do the five tasks above by putting the numbers 1 through 5 in the blanks to
the left of each task. Put one number in each blank and use each number once.
Put 1 beside the task that you can do the best, 2 beside the task that you can
do next best, and so on to 5 beside the task that you expect to do the worst
on. THEN GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.

*NOTE: Names will be used only to match predictions with test results and
they will_be removed once the data are tabulated. The information
you provide will not be used to evaluate you or your crew members.
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TC'S ESTIMATIONS OF GUNNER'S PROFICIENCY

Now that you've predicted how you're going to_do on the test today; we
want you to predict how the members of your crew will do._ On this page you
are to predict; how your gunner will do; The tasks he will be tested on are
listed below; /Write in your gunner's name and the other information requested
below; and then predict how he will do on the test by:circling a letter beside
each task indicating your response. The letters Stand for the following
responses:

Y -7 Yet,my gunner can do this task and_will_get a_GO on it
? -- I don't know whethermy gunner can do this task or not
N -- No; my gunner can't do this task and will get a NO GO on it.

Gunner's Name

How many months\has he been your gunner?

Perform before-operations checks and services on
an M1 tank;

I

Perform gunner's and loader's prepare-to- fire checks
and services on an Ml tank.

Perform tank commander's prepare-o-fire checks
and services on an Ml tank;

Boresight the main gun on an M1 tank within
10 minutes

Boresight a caliber ;50 M2 HB machinegun within
20 minutes.

Circle one:

Y ? N

Y

Now rank hoW well yOUr_gunner can- do the five tasks above by putting the
numbers 1 throu6 5_ih the blahkS to the left -of each task. Put a i beside
the-task he can -ao bett,_a 2 betide the task he can do next best; and so on
like you did forlyourself. THEN GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE.



TC'S ESTIMATIONS OF DRIVER'S PROFICIENCY

Now you are to predict how well your driver will do on today's test, just
like you .did for your gunner on the previous page. The tasks he will be tested
on are listed below. Wzite in your driver's name and the other information re-
quested below, and then circle Your response for each task.

Y -- Yes, my driver can do this task and will get a_GO on it
? I don't know whether my driver can do this task or not.
N -- No, my driver can't do this task and will get a NO GO on it.

Driver's Name

How many months has he been your driver?

Circle one:

:Perform before-operations checks and services on an Y ? N
Ml tank.

Prepare driver's station for operation on an Ml tank
within 12 minutes.

Start and stop the engine on an M1 tank within 10 Y ? N
minutes.

Secure driver's station on an M1 tank within six Y ? N
minutes.

Perform after-operations checks and services on an N
Ml tank.

Set headspace and timing on a caliber .50 machinegun Y ? N
within 10 minutes.

_ Now rank how well your driver can do the six tasks above by putting the
numbers 1 through 6 in the blanks to the left of each task. MI.N CO ON TOTH
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TC'S ESTIMATIONS OF LOADER'S PROFICIENCY

Your final task is to ptedict how weIIyour loader will do pnitoday'stest. The tasks he will be tested on are listed below. Write in your loader'sname and the otherinformation
requested below; and then circle yo4r responsefor each task;

Y Yesi my loader can do this task and will get d_GO on? I don't know Whether _my loader can do this task or not;N No; my loader can't do this task and will get:a NO CO on it.

Loader's Name

How many months has he been:YOui-loatier?

Perform befoe-opetations checks and services
0n

.
:an MI tank;

Perf45rm operator maintenance on -the' 105mm breechblock
assembly onan M1 tank within 14 minutes.

Clearan.M240 coax machinegun to prevent accidental \dischatie on an M1 tank within 30'secondS.

Install/remove an M240 coax machinegun on an M1 tank
within 10 minutes.

Perform operator maintenance on an M240 coax
machinegun with4n 4-1/2 minutes.

Set headspace and timing on a caliber .50
machinegun within 10 minutes.

Circle one:

Y
1

9

?

Now rank how well ypur loader can do the six tasks above by puttin&_tIlre--numbers 1 through 6intheb._ele-f-tof a Chr--trk--;
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SAMPLE INTERVIEW FORMS
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Position: GNR LDR DVR

INTERVIEW: TANK CREWMAN

Date

Months in Position

Unit

1. How long have you been the (G. L, D) on this tank?,

2. How long have you been an M1 (G, L. D)?

3. In the last two weeks; how many hours have you spent in:

Scheduled Training , Unscheduled Training

(Training refers only to those activities whose primary purpose is to
teach MOS related skills and knowIedges.)

4. What tasks-were trained ?

5; Were tasks trained to standard? Yes No

If yes, what-were the standards?

6. Who did the training? TC Pit Sgt Pit tdr Other-

-T.Did you-actually-get to pertorm each task? Yes No

8. Were you told how well you did on eggh task? Yes- No

9. If you had trouble) were you given additional training
on that task? , Yes_

10. What other activities took up time?

Maintenance

Inspections

Details

Other (specify)



INTERVIEW: TANK CREWMAN Date

Unit

11. Have yoi' used the battaIion,Iearning center in the
last two typical garrison weeks? Yes-----

If yes, what lessons? If no, why not?--

During duty hours After,duty hours

As a member of your crew On your own

Was there atvon,! there to help you? Yes

12. Have you used the MOS library in the last two
typical garrison weeks? If not, why not? Yes

13; Are you a graduate of: BAT
(Which MOS, date)

NET CONUS NET USAREUR
(Duty position in which trained, date)

No

14; What was your first duty position following graduation from BAT?

GNR_ LDR DVR Other

Are you currently en -:oiled in ACCP?

If yes, what course?

What .ether ACC courses have you taken?

on tank, ask to see -10)

e:esent? Used _Appearance? Up to Date
(Indicate Vol 1, i 3)

(If not on tank) Do you have a -10 on the -tank? Yes

In the last two weAsi for whick task:: was tb -10 used?

A3



INTERVIEW: TANK CREWMAN

17. Do you have your own copy of the SM?

Date

Unit

What tasks have you looked at in the last two weeks?

Yes No

18. What problems have you had in driving, oading, firing, your rank?

19. What problemschave you had in maintaining your tank?

20. What tasks should you have been trained on in BAT/NET thait you weren't?

Have you received training on these in the unit?

If yes, which ones?

21. Is there anything you would like to add?

Interviewer
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INTERVIEW: ARMOR COMPANY CDR; X0; aid 1SG

Date

Position: CDR XO 1SC Unit

1; How long have you been in your present duty position
in this company?

2. a. Are you a graduate of: AOB AOAC
(date) (SC; ate)

ANCOC MASTER GNR
(MOS; date) (MOS; date)

NET CONUS . NET USAREUR
(duty postion ill which trained, date)

b. What other formal Army :;choa/ing have you had?

3. In the last two weeks, how many hours has your company spent in:
. -

Scheduled training Unscheduled training

Individual training Collective training

(Training refers only to activities whose primary purpose is to teach
MOS related skills and knowledges;)

4. What activities, other than training, has your company been involved in
during the last two typical garrison weeks?

5. During the last tw garrison weeks, how many hours did
you personally spend supervising or monitoring training?
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INTERVIEW: ARMOR COMPANY CDR; X0, and 1SC

Date

Unit

6; What individual tasks were trained during t!*e last two Wee-kg?

7; Were tasks trained to standard?

If yes; where did,the standards tome from?

8. Who conducted most of this training?

9. How were these tasks selected kor training?

10 During the last quarter; what collective training has your company par-
titipated in? Where was this training conducted?

NO

(duty position)

11. a. What problems came up during thp_training?

b; What was done to address these problems?

ir
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AROVIEW: ARMOR COMPANY CDR, X0, and ISG

Date

Unit

12. Do personnel in your company have: Trainer's Guide Yes No
Cret:/ Drills Yes No
Soldier's Manuals Yes No
Job b-Books Yes No

13. Dc. o.; your company use written training plans?

If yes, in what form (lesson plans, T&EO's, etc.)?

Yes No

(ask to see:one)

14. What cther materials do you use. to manage, conduct, or evaluate training
in your compr.

15. tThat training support materials do you need that you don't have?

15: a. What are the hardest tasks for crewmen in,your company to perform?

b. What makes these tasks hard?

17. Do you receive satisfactory support from organizational
maintenance? Yes

If no, explain.
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INTERVIEW: ARMOR COMPANY CDR, X0, and 1SO

Date

Unit

18. a, What percentage of your soldiers have transferred
into the company during the last quarter?

b. What percentage_of your soldiers have changed duty
assignments within the company during the last
quarter?

19. Wh,at are tLe operational constraints on training in your company?

20. a !chat are your training goals for your company?

What problems haw= yeit had in meeting your goals?

c. WI:at can.the Center/School do to help you meet your goals?

a. Do you participate in battalion -level planning and
decision-making? Yes

If yes, in what way?

NO



INTERVIEW: ARMOR COMPANY CDR, XO, and 1SG

Date

Unit

b. How do_you involve subordinates in company -level planning and decision-
making?

22. If you could change anything you wanted, what would you change to make
training better?

23 Is there anything else you would like to add?

Interviewer
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APPENDIX C

SAMPLE OBSERVATION WORKSHEETS
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1

TRAINING OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Date__

Name or Type of Training

Trainer(s)

Training Site

Unit

Trainee(s)

Training Started (Time)

OBSERVATIONS , YES NO NA COMMENTS

1; Were the soldiers_told the training
objectives to include tasks; condi
tions and standards?

2; Did the trainer define new terms and
identify new equipment :for the
soldiers? .

3; Did the trainer demonstrate howthe
tasks and subtasks are performed?

4; Was the demonstration conducted in
such a way that soldiers could see;
hear and comprehend what the
trainer was doing?

5; Did aIl_soldiers practice each task
and suaask?

6. During practice; did all soldiers
perform the tasks to standard
unassisted?

,

.

7. What steps gave soldiers the most
trouble during practice:

B. Did every soldier practice under
the direct supervision of
trainer(s)?

9. Were soldiers, told what they were
doing right or wrong during practice? 4

). What training equipment was used?

L. Was there enough_training equipment
forthenumber of soldiers being
trained?

Did the training equipment work
properly? /

73
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TRAINING OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Date

Name or Type of Training

Unit

OBSERVATIONS YES NO NA COMMENTS

13. Were training aids or materials used
during this training? List those
used;

,

14. Were job aids handed\out during this
training? Which ones?

15. Did the training includeuse
job aids?

I

of the

16. Did the training pro4ess from expla
nation to demonstration to practice?

17. Did the trainer answ r the soldiers'
questions Lc) their satisfaction?

18. Was the training site-adequate from
the standpoint of range facilities,
space, support equipment and noise?

19. Was the training site arranged so_
that the trainer_could be seen and
heard by all including yourserf?

20. Was the weather so bad as to
distract - from - training?

21. Forschedured training, was the
training_titesomewhat:shorter or
longer than the time allotted?

.

22. Were there stated -or written training
objectives for this training?

23. Was there a written or stated
standard of performance?

24; Did the training follow a tr.ailAng
plan? Which one?

25. Was a test held?

Training Euded (Time)

Observer
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TRAINING OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Date Unit

Name or Type of Training

Trainer(s)

Training Site

Training Objectives

1. Was the lesson based
on stated or written
objectives?

2. Did they include ...

- tasks?

--conditions?

- standards?

Lesson Presentation

3. Did the trainer ...

review training
objectives?

- define .new terms?

- identify new
equipment?

- answer questions
to students'
satisfaction?

- demonstrate tasks?

Demonstration

Could the soldiers .

- see the demo?

- hear the demo?

- follow the demo?

Trainee(s)

Training Started (Time)

YES NO NA

Y N NA

N NA

Y N NA

N NA

N NA

N NA

N NA

N NA

Y N NA

N

N

NA

NA

Y N NA
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TRAINING OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Date

Name or Type of.lraining__

Practice

llid -an soldiers ...

- practice sUbtasks
separatlyl

- combine suhtasks into
whole -tz:sk practice?

- perform tasks to
standard unassisted?

Did an instructor

- directly supervise
each soldier's
practice?

- tell soldiers what
they were doing_
right and wrong?

7 Did certain steps give
soldiers more trouble?

Training.. Equipment
and Materials

. List any Df the follow-
ing uses during train-
ing ...

- training equipment?

- training aids?

- job aids?

9; Did the training equip-
Merit work properly?

Unit

'YES NO NA COMMENTS

'V N N

N NA .

N NA

N NA

Y N NA

Y -"----N- NA

Y N NA

Y N NA

N NA

Y
I

N NA ,
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TRAINING OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Date Unit

Name or Type of Training

10. Did the training ...

- focus rn the job
Aids?

- proceed from explan-
ation to demonstra-
tion to practice?

---
follow a training
plan? Which one?

Trainingz, Environment

11. Was the training site
adequate with regard
to fee

- range facilities?

- support equipment?

noise distractions?

12; Did discomfort due to
poor weather distract
!from training?

YES NO NA COMMENTS

Y N NA

Y

Y

Y

N NA

N NA

N NA

N NA

N NA

IN NA

N NA

Training Ended (Time)

Observer
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1

1

ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE OBSERVATION V"RRSHEET

Maintenance Site

Time of Visit

Date

Unit

Visit Announced Visit Unannounced

OBSERVATIONS YES. NO NA COMMENTS

I. Were any mechanics present in the
motor pool? How many?

2. Were any mechanics /engaged in
maintenance activi ies? How many?

3. Did you observe echanics engaged
in any other ac ivitied? What
activities?

_

4. Was any main/ enance being per..
formed onAhe_Ml tanks in the
motor pool. What Was happening?

5. Was theremaCted damage to the
external bodies of the Ml tanks? 3.

6; Did you see copies of the -20 on
the premises?

Did the -20's show signs of use
(e:g., greasy fingerprints)?

.

8. Were the tools in the tool boxes
clean?

9. Were, tools being borrowed or
shared among maintenance stations?

O. Was the STE/Ml in use?

I. Was there a separate tool roomW

2. Was there a cleaning area for
cleaning tools and parts with
cleaning rags; solventsi etc.?

3. Was maintenance Supervision avail-
ahla at tho maintenance after?
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_:.;:?"ZONAL MAINTENANCE OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Date

,._,:onance Site Unit

OBSERVATIONS rus NO NA . COMMENTS

14. Were supervisors actively involved
in the maintenance activities?

15; .Was any training being conducted
during you Lsit?

16. Were work :low charts posted?

17. Were there recent entries on the
work flow charts?

.

18. Were any crew members observed
ordering parts from a 20 P manual?

_

4.

Observation Ended (Time

Observer



TESTING OBSERVATION WORKSHEET Da e

,Name or Type of Examination__

Examiner(s)

Unit--

EXaMinee(S)-

Testing Site Test

Testing Started (Time)

Retest

OBSERVATIONS YES NO NA COMMENTS

1; Did examiner read the test instruc-
tion to the soldiers?

2= Were the test instructions stated
clearly enough for the soldiers to know
what they were expec to do?.

3. Were pass/fail standards clearly ex-
plained such that soldiers would know
when they performed correctly? .

4. Were all tasks that were trained also
tested?

5. Were soldiers tested on any tasks that
were not taught?

6. Were the testing conditions the same
as the training conditions?

7. Were the standards used during
training also used to score test

\\

performance? \

B. Didthe examiner help or prompt the
soldiers during the test?

Testing Ended (Time

Observer

-4
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